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Central housing proposed
UW Feds want area designated to
strictly student housing as a way to
alleviate increasing demand
JEFFREY HAWKINS
Staff Writer
Christopher Edey.
University of Waterloo
Federation of Students
President, is attempting to
create a special neighbour-
hood dedicated to student
housing'.
Edey proposed his
"Student Housing
Recommendations" paper to
the City of Waterloo's
Student Accommodation
Advisory Committee
February 18.
He is proposing' to
change the city's zoning-
bylaws throughout the
neighbourhood bounded by
University Avenue, Phillip
Street, Columbia Avenue and
King Street so that small
apartment buildings and
townhouses can be con-
structed.
The UW Federation of
Students have been instigat-
ing a special student
precinct for the last two
years but only now have
they had such a strong-
leader for the proposal.
When questioned about
his proposal's effect on non-
student residents of the area
Edey stated, "They will
either have to move out or
live with the fact that they
are living with a bunch of
students."
Edey's intention for the
special student precinct is to
rezone the neighbourhood to
allow old homes, which can
only feasibly sleep eight to
nine students, to be torn
down and have new town-
houses and small apart-
ments built in their place.
The proposal is in
response to the increased
demand for more student
housing-. Wilfrid Laurier
Students' Union are current-
ly reviewing* the proposal.
"The Union hasn't offi-
cially backed it," commented
WLUSU's Vice-President:
University Affairs Meighan
Doherty. She explained that
the WLUSU Board of
Directors has not passed any
sort of motion but that she
agrees with Edey in that
something' needs to be done.
"[The proposal] is defi-
nitely something that's nec-
essary. The housing' situa-
tion is getting' worse,' stated
Doherty. "I certainly feel it's
an important document."
The city bylaws currently
prohibit new lodging houses
from being constructed
within 75 meters of another
lodging house. The justifica-
tion for having- such a bylaw
is to disperse student con-
centration in specific sec-
tions of town.
However. Edey is propos-
ing- that the current by-law
be eradicated for the benefit
of students' well being.
"The problem with the
current configuration for
student lodging is that it
really doesn't work for any-
body, especially the stu-
dents," Edey said.
"We fas students and citi-
zens] need to be more realis-
tic. The current set-up is not
realistic. The city cannot
suppress the increasing-
demand for student housing-
anymore."
"Make the private sector
work for the advantage of
everyone," Edey continued.
He is currently seeking
all forms of public exposure
for his proposal, including
appearances with the
Waterloo city mayor and sev-
eral city councillors.
Edey's proposal can be
accessed at the following
address:
http://www.feds.ca/hous-
ing/doc/Student%2oHousing
%2QRec.pdf
Jennifer Asselin
Pike bowled a perfect game at Waterloo Bowling Lanes February 15. He's pictured here taking a little time out to have some candy
bowling fun before he gets down to serious bowling business in obtaining his next goal of reaching the national competition.
JenniferAsselin
The proposed student housing area would encompass University Ave., Phillip St., Columbia St., and
King St. Rebuilding would take place so that older houses would be replaced by small apartments.
Perfect
Pike
APRIL CUNNINGHAM
News Editor
Andrew Pike was supposed
to be studying* for account-
ing" when he bowled a per-
fect game at the Waterloo
Bowling- Lanes February
15.
It was only the fourth
time since September that
someone in Canada had
achieved the perfect five-pin
bowling score of 450, which
requires 12 strikes in a row.
In his 14 years of bowling,
Pike's best score until this
point had been 432 with
eight consecutive strikes.
He was playing in a
Sunday night mixed league
game in the Young Adult
Bowler's Association which
frequently holds tourna-
ments across Ontario.
Pike, who is a third year
economics and accounting
student at Laurier and sits
on the WLUSXJ Board of
Directors, says he got to the
game late and didn't get a
chance to practice before it
started.
"When I began the game,
I just started throwing
strikes," lie said.
He didn't really think
about what was happening
until the tenth frame.
"I started to shake on the
eleventh strike, when I real-
ized getting a perfect score
was a possibility," he said.
"I've never been that close
before."
When Pike made the
twelfth strike, making' it a
perfect game, he said he
was "too stunned to react."
"It didn't feel right," he
said. "I kept shaking for
like 15 minutes after-
wards."
Out of Pike's three
games that night, the per-
fect score stood out from
the others, which he says
were poorly played.
"My next goal is to be
more consistent," he says.
He wants to make the
regional tournament for
the Grand River Zone which
includes the Kitchener-
Waterloo. Elmira, and
Stratford areas.
Then he hopes to make
the provincial finals held
Easter Weekend. If things
go really well, he may have
a shot at the Nationals
thereafter.
Pike's perfect game won
him $500 from the Bowling
Proprietor's Association.
The owner of the Waterloo
Bowling' Lanes also ordered
a "perfect game ring' for one
of those skillful fingers.
Despite his lengthy
bowling career. Pike's
impressions of the game
haven't changed much.
"It's fun,"' he said. "It's
competitive, yet you have
no one to blame but your-
self."
"Some of the best friends
I've met have been because
of bowling," he said.
With filesfrom Jennifer Asselin
News
Ontario college strike looms
OPSEU college faculty fight to keep
wages above high school teachers
APRIL CUNNINGHAM
News Editor
College students across the
province may be facing- uncle-
sired time off from classes if
teachers do not reach a settle-
ment with Ontario colleges
by the strike dateof March 8.
College facility, who are
members of the Ontario
Public Service Employees
Union (OPSEU), voted 74.5%
in favour of a strike on
February 13. Negotiations
are to continue with a media-
tor on March 1 and 2.
"'There is a deep concern
among students," says Justin
Falconer, president of
Conestoga Students Inc.
If a strike were to take
place, 158,000 students from
all 24 Ontario Colleges of
Applied Arts and Technology
would be affected.
Conestoga College has
indicated that classes would
be cancelled but services
would still be provided.
However, other unionized
employees may not be willing
to cross the picket lines.
Meanwhile, students' wor-
ries are brimming.
"Each student has valid
concerns," says Falconer.
Depending on how long the
strike could last, the school
year may extend into the
summer.
This could cause dilem-
mas for students waiting to
graduate and seek employ-
ment. If rental agreements
expiring at the end of April
can't be extended, students
would be forced to find alter-
native housing. Student rates
for the Grand River Transit
disappear at the end of the
school year and would add
extra financial burden on
students.
Meanwhile students' wor-
ries are brimming.
"It really upsets me
because I'm supposed to be
graduating this year and I'd
have to come back," says
Brandon Dereniwski a stu-
dent in Culinary
Management at Fansliawe
College in London. "It just
screws up the whole year."
Dereniwski will be on his
winter break when the deci-
sion is made and is concerned
about finding out what his
options are.
"It really upsets me
because I'm
supposed to be
graduating this
year and I'd have
to come back."
-Brandon Dereniwski,
Fanshawe College student
He is supposed to be start-
ing a co-op position in May
and does not know if a posi-
tion will still be held for him
or if he will have to wait.
"If I have to wait, I'll have
trouble finding money. I'll
need more OSAP funding'/"
lie says.
The biggest fear is that
students would lose their
year if the work stoppage
went on for an extended peri-
od of time.
"Therecurrently is no pol-
icy that states that if a work
stoppage occurs, you will be-
entitled to your money back,"
states collegest;•«ke.com, a
website created by t he College
Student Alliance. The
alliance represents college
students of Ontario.
Falconer says that no
school in Canada has ever
lost their year because of a
strike.
"I don't think it could hap-
pen," he says."The real con-
cern for students is how they
will make up their time."
The provincial govern-
ment has the power to send
faculty back to work through
legislation and has done so in
the past. They've also helped
students by extending the eli-
gibility of OSAP.
The most recent OPSEU
Community College and
Academic Staff strike in 1989
lasted 20 days. In 1984, a
similar strike went oil for 23
days.
Although Falconer says
Conestoga Students Inc.
wants the best for students
and fears a strike, they are
not picking sides.
Since 1986 there has been
a 42.73% increase in full time
student enrollment while the
percentage of full time facul-
ty has decreasedby 22.6%.
Around 8,000 teachers,
counsellors and librarians
are fighting for decreased
workloads, and limitations
on part-time hiring and con-
tracting out. They would like
to see all academic employ-
ees, not just full-timers, fall
under the collective agree-
ment.
If the proposed contract
by management goes
through, the wages of college
faculty would fall below those
of high school teachers.
Students like Amy
Flemming of Conestoga
College feel that college aca-
demics are using students as
"bargaining chips" to get
what they want.
She told The Record about
a petition she is circulating
from the College Student
Alliance. It asks the Ontario
government to ensure that
no teaching hours are lost if
a strike occurs.
"There are not a lot of
solid answers," says
Falconer.
Conestoga Students Inc. is
holding a large student rally
at the Doon Campus during
March 1 and 2 when the final
bargaining is set to take
place. Its sole purpose will be
to provide information to
concerned students.
"You have to get out there
and talk with students, even
if you don't know the
answers," he says.
Contributed Photo
About 150 college faculty members picketed at the Premier's Awards
Banquet at St. Lawernce College in Kingston February 23.
News Bites
Universities obligated to
share info
There has been recent specu-
lation that universities could
be added under new amend-
ments to the Freedom of
Information Act.
The act, which was creat-
ed in 1988, gives the public
the right to access records. It
also prevents the unautho-
rized collection, use or disclo-
sure of personal information
by public bodies.
By including universities
under the act, the Liberal
government would be
attempting to make a pub-
licly funded institution more
accountable.
There have been no pro-
posals or changes to the POI
Act as of yet.
Linda Chiarvesio,
spokesperson for the
Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities
says that the Council of
Universities has adopted sim-
ilar principles as the POI. If
universities were added to
the act there supposedly
would be few effects for uni-
versities.
"One would hope they'd
follow the spirit of their own
act," says Chiarvesio.
Universities were not
included in the initial ver-
sion of the act because they,
like hospitals, were not
regarded as institutions of
government.
April Cunningham
Online registration fully inte-
grated
After years of complaining,
Laurier students will finally
toss the paper trails and long
lines of choosing courses in
exchange for online registra-
tion.
For the last two years,
first year students have been
the only ones to take advan-
tage of LORIS registration.
Senior students have had to
pre-register courses with
paper forms in March,
choose extra courses
through snail-mail during
the summer and sort out dis-
crepancies on Registration
Day in the fall.
Under the new system
students must log on to
LORIS in March at
telaris.wlu.ca to select their
desired major for Fall 2004.
However, students can not
change majors in this man-
ner.
After final grades are
released, students must go
online to ensure program
requirements were met. If
requirements are not met,
the system will place the stu-
dent in the most closely-
related program, ie: from
Honours to General.
Online registration for
Fall 2004 and Winter 2005
will be reserved for fourth
year students starting June
1. Third year students may
register starting June 5 and
second year students on
June 10.
Alter June 15, students
may register for courses in
departments other than their
major. Adding and dropping
courses will be possible until
August 8.
Registration Day will still
take place September 9 and
10 if further changes are
necessary.
April Cunningham
Brantford gets own election
Students at Laurier
Brantford will have the first
opportunity to vote for their
Campus Commissioner this
coming* March.
A motion was passed by
the WLUSU BOD just before
Reading- Week stating- that a
full out election will take
place this year to elect next
years representation. As it
stands now, a committee
including the WLUSU
President hires the Campus
Commissioner who acts as a
liaison between the Waterloo
and Brantford campuses.
"This is only the begin-
ning* of a long-term struc-
ture for Brantford students,"
said WLUSU President Dan
Herman. "I'm very excited
about this."
An exact date for the elec-
tion has yet to be determined.
Jennifer Asselin
Bus fare hike
Come July, bus fares for
Grand River Transit may
increase by up to 4.4%.
As The Record, repoi'ted
February 14, a proposal for
the fare states that the
increase could add approxi-
mately 10 cents to the $2
fare.
"We are dismayed that
this ended up in the budget,"
commented Mary Ann
Wasilka, a representative of
passenger group, Friends of
Public Transit in The Record.
Transit officials are work-
ing' on how to divide the pos-
sible fare increase among
cash fares, monthly passes
as well as discount tickets.
This would be the first
increase since 2000. It would
add approximately $600,000
per year in revenue depend-
ing on the exact amount of
the increase.
Jennifer Asselin
Copp to retire
BRIAN D'SOUZA
Staff Writer
Aside from two years when
he taught high school, Terry
Copp has been a University
Professor since 1959 when he
began his career at Sir
George Williams (currently
Concordia University). He
started his job at Laurier in
1975 after serving on the fac-
ulty of McGili. Concordia,
and the Universities of
Winnipeg-, Ottawa and
Victoria.
Most history majors at
Laurier have taken one or
two of his courses on military
history, usually dealing- with
the two major World Wars.
While his lectures were heavy
with accurate research and
factual information, Copp
balanced this material with
more pragmatic concerns.
"My approach to teaching-
focuses on helping students
to understand the complexity
of past and present events.
Historians and citizens need
to understand that decision-
makers lack the benefit of
hindsight so often used to
explain events and must
make choices on the basis of
the imperfect information
available to them at the time,"
he says. "This approach helps
to engage students in a prob-
lem-solving method of learn-
ing."
Topics of conversation in
class often revolved around
comparisons to the modern
political landscape, such as
the conflicts in Afghanistan
and Iraq, rather than letting
history become a static con-
cept beyond the reach- of the
imagination of students.
Lectures were peppered
with humorous anecdotes to
lighten the mood, such as a
crack at how the Armed
Forces create acronyms for
every single word in their
dictionary.
Despite starting his career
as a social historian, Copp
ended up focusing' on
the
Canadian experience of war
in the 20th Century and has
authored or co-authored
eleven books and numerous
articles on the subject of
Canadian Military History.
Copp's latest book is Fields of
Fire: The Canadians in
Normandy. Currently, he is in
Florida working on a book in
a similar vein because of the
success of Fields ofFire.
In his own words, Copp
explained that he wanted to
retire in order to give new
generations a chance to enter
into his field, as well as
to
escape the overcrowded
class-
rooms that are now a staple
of Laurier,
Wliile he will retire offi-
cially on June 20 2004,
he
said he will remain at the
university as co-director
of
the Laurier Centre for
Military Strategic and
DisarmamentStudies.
www.wlu.ca
History professor Terry Copp has
taught at Laurier for 29 years.
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Laurier alumnus
dies in accident
Former cross-country athlete and Peer
Help Line volunteer remembered
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
The once obtainable goal of
running around the world
and swimming with alliga-
tors is nothing but a lost
dream for Laurier alumnus
Heather Swift. She died sud-
denly when struck by a vehi-
cle February 10.
"It was the saddest
thing [I've] ever
[seen] in life. It was
very emotional to
see."
- David McMurray, Dean of
Students
Twenty-four year old
Swift graduated from
Laurier's Honours Business
program in 2002 and was
currently in her second year
of Law School at the
University of Windsor.
"I remember her being
quite a good student," busi-
ness professor Michael
Haughton said of Swift. What
stuck out in his mind were
these two ambitions that
included running and rep-
tiles, which she included in a
team website project in his
BU 415 class. "It was a proj-
ect students could have fun
with and she did."
Dean of Students. David
McMurray. attended the
funeral held on Valentine's
Day in her hometown of
Samia where he said that the
church was packed.
"It was the saddest thing
[I've] ever [seen] in life," said
McMurray. "It was very emo-
tional to see."
While attending Laurier,
Swift was a member of the
cross-country team and was
also a Peer Help Line volun-
teer. At Windsor, she was on
the cross-country and track
and field teams.
Although the details of
the accident are still unclear,
Swift was on her way to a job
interview in London when
her car stalled at a traffic
light on Highway 401 just
east of Howard Avenue. Swift-
got out of her car and was hit
lay another vehicle as she was
walking'.
Contributed Photo
Swift graduated from WLU's
Honours Business in 2002.
Student charged
FRASER KING
Staff Writer
Laurier student Trevor Beer
has been sentenced to two
years probation for his paint-
ball shooting spree in
Cambridge in November
2003,
Beer and three teenaged
cohorts aged 13-15 drove
around to different locations
in Cambridge including a
high school and college cam-
pus,
While numerous people
were shot at and several
storefront windows and vehi-
cles were damaged, there
were no serious injuries.
Assistant Crown Attorney
Beer was a high achieving
individual that volunteered
his time around the commu-
nity.
While Beer could not be
reached for comment, he was
quoted by The Record as say-
ing that "I promise I'll never
do anything this foolish
again" and "if I could go
back in time I'd never do it
again."
As part of his probation
Beer is prohibited from pos-
sessing or using a weapon
and will have to complete
100 hours of community
service. He also must pay
fines totalling $815.
Jane Wooleott noted that Contributed Photo
This person is enjoying a fun game of paintbali, however WLU stu-
dent Trevor Beertook the game too far when he shot at pedestrians.
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Correction: In the February 4th issue of The Cord Weekly, Anthony Piscitelli was quoted as
saying "I will eliminate this trip, for myself at least," hi reference to the Dean's Trip. The
quote shouldhave read "I will eliminate a trip for myself at least." The Cord regrets this error.
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Tuition freeze remains?
McGuinty denies
Star's claim of
reneged promise
JENNIFER ASSELIN
News Editor
According' to Premier Dalton
McGuinty, Mondays accusa-
tions iii the Toronto Star that
he would be rescinding- on
tuition freeze promises are
false
*
The Star's Queens Park
Bureau Chief Caroline Mallan
reported that Ontario's
Liberal government was
planning to renege on their
initial platform promise to
freeze all Ontario university
and college tuition fees.
Secret cabinet documents
were obtained by the Star,
which stated that McGuinty s
cabinet had put a plan
through that would place a
temporary freeze solely on
'regulated" programs. The
price of deregulated pro-
grams. like that of Laurier's
business prog-ram however
would be allowed to rise as
much as 5% a year for the
next two years.
The leaked documents
stated that this "may be seen
as breaking- commitment to
completely freeze tuition" the
Toronto Star reported.
At one o'clock Monday
afternoon McGuinty sent out
a news release saying that
the Star's accusations were
false. The release said that
the Ontario government will
in fact be proceeding with, the
tuition freeze as stated in the
Throne Speech.
"The article was never
taken to the cabinet because
the Minister and Premier
rejected the proposal," com-
mented, Linda Chiarvesio, a
spokesperson for the
Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities.
"The article was
never taken to the
cabinet because
the Minister and
Premier rejected
the proposal."
-Linda Chiarvesio, Ministry
of Training, Colleges and
Universities
This was reiterated in the
news release as well.
"[The Liberal government]
will stick to their promises,"
said Chiarvesio. "[McGuinty]
just wanted to clarify that."
Laurier's Students' Union
Vice-President: University
Affairs Meighan Doherty
speculated that the leak of
information was done in
order to seek public attention
and to feel out citizen's con-
cerns on the issue.
"This is a good chance for
students and citizens to
speak out about it," she said.
The Star reported that the
decision to g*o back on their
campaign promise is "purely
financial" since the govern-
ment is facing a deficit of
$5.8 billion and the estimated
cost of the tuition freeze was
as high as $209 million. The
new plan would have seen the
acquired cost to be $54.5 mil-
lion over a two year period.
Contributed Photo
Premier McGuinty immediately sent out a news release stating that
The Star's claims were false and that promises would be kept.
April Cunningham
The CBC has been filming the WLU campus all week. The
Campus Show's first episode will feature life at Laurier.
4 News Thursday February 26.2004
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THE FOG OF WAR
An Errol Morris Film
11^
■ "A STUNNING DOCUMENTARY
"
about former US secretary of defense Robert S. McNamara that casts new
d 4 lighton his role in major American political events of the 20th century. 1'
' / " Dessor - Thomson, WASHINGTON POST
j "One of the best
w 1 J documentaries of this
I J or any year."
M W - Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES TIMES
mus/c I "Errol Morris asks all the right questions
SvLi inl and that is why The Fog of War is such a
glass 1 J riveting ethical documentary.
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Ridiculously Large Bag O' Crime
TRESPASS 1145 HRS TUE
FEB 10/04
Officers attended to the Alvin
Woods Building in response
to a report that four youths
were on the fifth floor trying
to spit at people coming up
the escalator. The building
and area was checked but the
youths were not located. The
only description the com-
plainant was able to provide
is that the youths were about
13 or 14 years old.
UNAUTHORIZED SOLICITING
1440 HRS TUE FEB 10/04
An officer responded to a call
from 202 Regina regarding a
report that a male individual
was going' around attempt-
ing to sell kitchen utility
knives. The male could not be
located but he had left a card
with one of the staff mem-
bers. The company was called
and advised that they would
have to seek proper authori-
zation before coming onto
campus to sell their products.
SUSPICIOUS PERSON 0236
HRS TUE FEB 10/04
A professor reported that
when he attempted to leave
the Peters Building a male
stood in front of the doorand
would not move. The male
was asked twice by the pro-
fessor to leave but would not.
Apparently this individual
had been seen loitering in
this area for a while. A
search for the individual was
conducted but, he could not be
located.
ASSIST POLICE 0955 HRS
WED FEB 11/04
Waterloo Regional Police
were called when security
received a complaint from a
citizen that his vehicle had
been struck by a student
while attempting to cross
Albert St. in the area of the
Library. The matter was dealt
with by Regional Police.
SUSPICIOUS PERSON 1838
HRS WED FEB 11/04
A resident of Bricker
Residence reported a suspi-
cious looking male, 35-40
years of age, loitering
around the main entrance of
the building. The building
and surrounding area were
checked but the individual
could not be located.
SUSPICIOUS PERSON 1245
HRS THU FEB 12/04
A faculty member reported
that a male known to her had
been at her office and had
gotten into an irrational
argument with her. The male
left prior to the Security
Office being notified. He has
been identified and will be
contacted regarding his
behaviour.
THEFT UNDER $5000 MON
FEB 09/04 - TUE FEB 10/04
An AC staff member reported,
that person(s) unknown stole
the contents of a cash box in
the Athletics office.
TRESPASS 1120 HRS WED
FEB 11/04
Three Waterloo Collegiate
students were evicted from
the AC after they refused to
pay for using the facilities.
They were issued written
trespass warnings.
FALSE FIRE ALARM 1208
HRS SUN FEB 15/04
Person(s) unknown caused a
fire alarm at the Athletic
Complex by activating a pull
station. There was no sign of
smoke or fire.
POSSESSION OF STOLEN
PROPERTY 1125 HRS MON
FEB 16/04
Officers responded to a call
from a local business estab-
lishment advising that a sign
belonging to them had been
seen in the window of a resi-
dent of King St. Residence.
Residence staff were notified
and the sign was returned to
the owner. The matter is
being dealt with by residence
staff.
BREAK, ENTER & THEFT
MON FEB 16/04 - TUE FEB
17/04
Person(s) unknown broke
into the Performance
Facilities manager's office-
and stole a quantity of
money. Regional Police
Forensic Identification
attended and dusted for fin-
gerprints.
THEFT UNDER $5000 1900
HRS TUE FEB 17/04
A report was received that a
DVD player had been stolen
from the Bth floor lounge of
King St. Residence. The DVD
player was recovered a short
time later when Regional
Police announced that they
had arrested a local street-
person wiio was in posses-
sion of the unit as well as a
WLU key. The key was not
for the residence,
THEFT UNDER $5000 0800-
0830 HRS TUE FEB 17/04
A report was received that
someone had stolen a quanti-
ty of cash and a credit card
from a wallet in an office at
202 Regina. A suspect has
been identified and investiga-
tion continues.
FAILURE TO REMAIN AT
SCENE OF MOTOR VEHICLE
COLLISION 1200-1800 HRS
WED FEB 18/04
A student reported that hex-
parked vehicle had been
struck by an unknown vehi-
cle in Lot 3.
TRESPASS 1500 HRS FRI
FEB 20/04
Two males were evicted from
the Athletic Complex when
they refused to pay for use of
the premises.
THEFT UNDER $5000 0135
HRS SAT FEB 21/04
While on patrol an officer
discovered that a vending
machine on the 3rd floor of
the Arts Building had been
broken into and the coin box
removed.
TRESPASS 0230 HRS SUN
FEB 22/04
While on patrol, officers
found a male sleeping in one
of the washrooms in the
Theatre Auditorium. He was
escorted from the premises
and issued a written trespass
notice.
SUSPICIOUS PERSON 2320
HRS SUN FEB 22/04
Officers responded to a
report of a male loitering
around the front entrance to
University Place. The area
was checked but no one could
be found.
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Opinion
Reading into talk shows
Arts Editor Katie West reflects on her
Reading Week experience in California, as
an audience member on the Kilborn show
Katie
West
Arts
Editor
Morgan Show", "Craig Kilborn" -
"Goh!!! Ooh!!! Yes please." But
wait; let me explain what the
unsung (and largely unseen)
heroes of television go through.
The sign-up process was high-
ly technical, as the random lady
with the brown ponytail used a
pen to mark down stick-like
'ones' on each show's attendance
sheet, Audience hopefuls were
then nodded in the direction of
rows of aluminum benches, and
in true Disney fashion, we knew
a change of fate awaited us just
around the Riverbend, ahem, cor-
ner. The Studio. Where it all hap-
pens...?!
If you stand
innocently pressing
your own
handprints into
Marilyn Monroe's,
you may be
propositioned...
Finally allowed inside, we
found ourselves in a cement wait-
ing area next to a garage door.
Damn. I think we were actually
in the garage. Carefully organ-
ized in squiggly lines, we
trudged up about fourteen flights
of ghetto-esque apartment stairs
before reaching the man of our
hour.
What was particularly inter-
Who's kidding who. calling* seven
days Reading 1 Week doesn't
ensure that students will read,
and we might even take liberties
with the "week" part, The
Mondays and Fridays of our
short vacation may
be subtly
nudged to make it just a little
longer.
But let's get to the important
stuff: television. While most stu-
dents can at least spare an hour
for "Survivor" or "Friends",
Reading Week might inspire you
to watch later, watch longer.
Some of you late-night loyals will
appreciate mention of "The Late
Late Show with Craig Kilborn".
It was more by convenience
rather than burning hot desire
that I ended up sitting' front row
as an audience member at
Kilborn's 1 OOOth show this past
Wednesday night. Outside
Hollywood's Mann's Chinese
Theatre, if you stand innocently
pressing your own handprints
into Marilyn Monroe's, you may
be propositioned by a faux-
scalper. Hands filled with bright-
ly coloured brochures, they ask if
you want to be an audience mem-
ber on "Yes Dear", "The Tracy
esting' about the whole experi-
ence was the pre-show hour: the
hour of" the talk-show Pump Up
Man. Just to forewarn any of you
shrinking violet types: beware of
Pump-Up Man pointing 1 at you,
recruiting: you to 'shake your
booty,' or even 'raise the roof.'
Eek. The entire process reminded
me of that "Seinfeld" episode
where Kramer arranges a talk
show set in his apartment, to
which Jerry and Co. respond with
looks of' confusion that I'm sure
mimicked my own. My confused
response: "We're not "ON TV!!!"
The pre-show gong- show consist-
ed of shrieking, clapping,
singing-, dancing, and we were
even ganged on our response to
the following* "punch-line": "And
his SHOE was untied!" This is
embarrassing.
When the show actually did
tape live, (abont 8 hours before
actually airing at 12:35 a.m.), it
became clear that Pump Up Man
had done his job a little too well.
I'm pretty sure we were starting
to scare Craig*. We were overzeal-
ous, rowdy, and we laughed way
too hard. Our host could barely
make it to the punch line of his
jokes before we drowned him out
with hooting and hollering.
So the next time you have a
relaxing Reading Week or a
spare hour wherein you happen
to flick past "The Late Late Show
with Craig Kilborn" and he seems
particularly funny, you know the
secret. It's all the audience and
the Pump Up Man. Forget the
fabricated glitz and glamour of
Hollywood. The grass is greener
on this side, next to my, uh...
beer-stained couch.
c\ uh O iisswg lis article on
UiUR!€R
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Identity crisis
I'm writing' in response to Tudor
Costache's "Identity my Orifice"
{The Cord Weekly, February 11,
2004), While I might find occa-
sion to agree with some of
Tudor's ideas (incidentally, con-
gratulations on your election),
his thoughts as a whole are prob-
lematic. A cleverly placed ques-
tion mark might assuage his
conflicting interests in criticiz-
ing the concept of identity and
having his name published in
The Cord, but the sub-titular
"Nihilist" is... get ready for this
one... an identity! Furthermore,
if I were to pronounce myself as
"decaying organic matter" I
would, once again, be professing
an identity.
On the basic level of the
organism, and especially on the
equally basic societal level (for
individual humans exist within
groups, and if they are solitary,
it is because they have separated
themselves from a group), we
have identities (plural). Tudor
seems to have confused "identi-
ty" with "centre of goodness" and
confused "centre of goodness"
with an actual physiological
organ. Thus, he makes the
extremely convoluted step from
"Identity" to digging in people's
dirty orifices. Tudor has wasted
no time in following the time-
honoured tradition of elected
officials pumping- out self-indul-
gent drivel.
Andrew Gemmell
Disembowelling Costache's
identity
Tudor Costache's "Identity my
Orifice" (The Cord Weekly,
February 11, 2004) disturbed me
greatly. I find it interesting- that
he equates his'identity with his
bowels, as if any attempt to
believe in an identity results in
the creation of feces. Or maybe
he is saying that the idea of iden-
tity is a load a crap. But I think
his point is "look at me, I'm
funny, harhar, helie", etc.
There is something stuffed
beneath the surface of Tudor's
article. Personally, I thought I
had Tudor's identity figured out:
he makes these bold buzz-word
filled statements, such as: "it's
time for something different,"
and proclaims himself a nihilist.
Is an identity not an idea that
brings comfort because it is an
easy image of "self to cling to?
Yes, that was a rhetorical ques-
tion, and purposefully so. It is
quite apparent that Tudor is con-
fused.
He mentions that there is no
"extraordinary centre of good-
ness". within us, but how does
this assist us? Consider for a sec-
ond: if he is right, then I'd prefer
to hear an insight into how we
can get beyond this creation
glitch, and if he is wrong, then
he comes off as a complete idiot.
Either way, the topic he chose
cannot be proven to be true or
false. Indeed, it is an opinion
piece, which is exactly my point:
it is an opinion piece pretending
to be something different.
Lastly, recalling the defini-
tion of identity proposed earlier,
who we think we are has nothing
to do with an "internal good-
ness". Who we are is what we
choose to become, which is an
idea percolating in Tudor's piece;
an idea that is made ridiculous,
even though it is valuable. The
reason I am frustrated is that
this is an important topic; we
will be living- with ourselves for
the next 80-some-odd-years, and
personally, I'd like that to he a
good relationship. Thinking
about issues such as identity
helps strengthen who you are as
a person; it is not the idea that is
important but the thoughts
involved in understanding it.
Fraser McDonald
Bone to pick with wing
review
Just a comment on Mr, Bone's
review of my restaurant, ("Food
for Thought," The Cord Weekly,
Wednesday February 11). Our
manager received a call from Mr.
Bone asking if we would pick up
the tab for him to do a dining
review. After 23 years in busi-
ness, we have had our share of
reviews, though the request for
the tab to be picked up was a bit
unusual (it is understandable
due to the budget restraints I am
sure you face). However, Mr.
Bone never mentioned he was
doing a "finest wings in town
feature". Had he said so we
would have enlightened him to
the severe current shortage of
wings. See the full pagearticle in
the London Free Press business
section, Saturday, Feb. 14 of this
year. It headlines "Chicken
wings as scarce as hen's teeth"
and goes on to say that with sup-
ply virtually non-existent due to
last summer's mad cow scare and
the avian flu in Asia, the classic
sports bar snack is soaring in
price and difficult to get.
Owners were quoted as saying
they were considering them-
selves lucky to source smaller
wings as opposed to not getting
any at all.
McGinnis Front Row has
always served a great chicken
whig. This shortage has forced
us to use a smaller wing as well.
I am confused with his reference
to "smothered wings" as we have
no mention of this on the menu.
We do have smothered fries listed
directly under the chicken wings
on the menu.
My point is this: Mr. Bone had
some nice things to say, but
when you look at the article
all
you see is 3 points from a glance:
1. 2 forks out of 5
2. the highlighted "the size was
the biggest downer as they were
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the smallest I have seen so
far, and
3. under the picture it
said..."just don't get them
from here".
These are damaging*
statements that could have
been avoided with proper
homework. I respect the job
you do, please respect that I
too work hard to give my
guests the best experience I
possibly can.
Dino DiFruscia
McGinnis Front Row
Shifty's
Top10
Brantford
personalities best
suited to be the
satellite campus'
new commissioner
10. Wayne Gretzky. Maybe if he
had a job in his hometown he
would visit once in a while
8. As pixelated as he is, electron
microscope inventor James
Hillier would be a good nominee
6. Pauline Johnson would proba-
bly do wonders for Brant
Laurier's English Department.
4. Bronson Pinchot. So he's not
from Brantford, he enriched all
our lives as Balki Bartokamous
2. These guys. 'Nuff said.
9. Walter Gretzky. Maybe the
position will distract him from
pretending to be a celebrity
7. Alexander Graham Bell. If only
he invented a phone that could
communicate with the dead.
5. Comedian Phil Hartman,
deceased as he is, could do the
job. Does Brantford = death?
3. Brantford ice cream connois-
seur James Hajdu. Please ignore
the actual WLU student pictured.
1. Stefan F-in' Sereda
Through a glass darkly
To the punks who broke my
bedroom window this past
Wednesday night: were you
hoping to project glass
shards onto my head as I lay
in bed, trying* to get a few
precious hours of sleep
before a big midterm?
Miraculously, there were
only a few pieces on the floor
beside me, which somehow I
didn't fall on. as I rolled out
ofbed Thursday morning for
an 8:30 exam. Even more
fortunately, my friend who
was in town visiting didn't
crash on my floor last night.
If she had been hurt by your
mindless act....
I'm graduating this term
and I've been dreading it,
since I know I'll miss the
easy, breezy life of Waterloo
once I'm back working in
Toronto, This latest incident
by drunken idiots though
has confirmed my notion
that Waterloo has grown
angrier and more idiotic
since my f'rosfa year. Having
lived on University Ave. dur-
ing my 5 years here, I've wit-
nessed and participated in
much joyful drunkeness
with friendly passerbys. In
the past year, however, our
house on a busy corner has
seen a nearly fatal beating by
a couple of thugs, a robbery
(and I thought I would never
have to lock my doors in this
student ghetto) and now
this.
As I sit in my room freez-
ing, waiting for my pissed
landlord to return with a
new window, I just think it's
sad that the jerks who did
this give happy drunks
everywhere a bad name.
Thanks,
Flora Do
Live in the now!!!
I graduated from WLU in
1995 with a B. A. and the
University of Ottawa in 1996
with a B.Ed. I live and teach
middle school in Istanbul,
Turkey. I now want to attend
grad school in California this
summer and need tran-
scripts from both universi-
ties. I went to the U of O web-
site and easily printed off a
faxsheet request for my uni-
versity transcript, which I
will pay for with my credit
card. My grad school will
receive my transcript in the
next two weeks.
Imagine my frustration
when I came to the WLU web-
site to discover that not only
will I have to mail my
request for a transcript (how
antiquated can we get?) but
also cannot pay by credit
card. Instead, I must pay by
cheque or cash. Now I need
to either send my request to
the University via the
Turkish post office (which
isn't too trustworthy or reli-
able), or pay for an expensive
courrier service to deliver
my request. In addition, now
I have to find my Canadian
chequebook that I haven't
used in the two years that I
have lived here.
Might I suggest that we
get with the 21st century,
follow U of O's suit and offer
the service and convenience
of fax requests and credit
cards? Why have technology
if we're not going* to use it?
Jacqueline Mallais
Alumni member since 1995
Pit bulls to Pound
Puppies
After reading, "Did your dog
bite its way to freedom" (The
Cord Weekly, February 11.
2004). I felt obligated to find
out more information on pit
bull attacks. My search led
me to my computer where I
learned that from 1985 to
2001, there were approxi-
mately 90 fatalities at the
paws of pit bulls in the
United States. In my opinion,
out of millions of pit bulls
over 36 years, 90 fatalities
does not sound worthy of
killing' off the breed.
According to the statistics on
this website, www.fataldo-
gattacks.com, out of the 53
million dogs, and 20 deaths
per year, .0000004% of dogs
are involved in fatalities.
According to
McCullough, the dogs were
originally bred to kill, which
is why they are seen as
vicious. People continue to
train their dogs to be vicious,
blood-hungry monsters, a
thirst which contrary to
some people's beliefs is not.
innate. My aunt owns a
rotweiller, another breed
seen as violent, that weighs
over 150 pounds. The
rotweiller is used as a thera-
py dog* at an elderly facility.
Must be quite the fiend if it's
used in an old age home. I
don't believe any breed is
innately vicious and I don't
understand that kind of
hatred for an animal.
It is not the breed of ani-
mal that causes these
attacks, but the breed of
owner. If an owner trains
their dog to kill or attack,
then that is what the dog* is
going to do. Animals look to
their masters for guidance
and training, and they
deserve owners that have the
animal's best interest in
mind. Perhaps I would not
have been so angry with this
article if it had statistical
facts to back up its claims, or
perhaps if McCullough had
personal experience with
this breed of animal. It is
ignorance that breeds
hatred, and this animal is
only hated because of mali-
cious owners who do not
deserve to own a fern, let
alone an animal.
Jamie Doubt
Just let us keep our
office!
Fellow Golden Hawks,
Please review the following
material regarding* The Cord
and WLUSP offices from ray
transition report as EVP:UA
2001;
"You (WLUStJ) need
Student Publications to get
your message
out. You need
them to cover your
events/work. Student Pubs
should never leave the
Nichols building-. If they
move further away we lose
access to them. Trust me. All
we have that Student
Publications needs is their
lease. Don't use it as a
weapon."
World Peace in 2004. Go
our Team!
David Wellhauser
Sisterly support
My name is Keisey. I'm 11
years old, I'm April
[Cunningham, Cord News
Edi tori's sister.
Whenever she comes home
she brings The Cord. My fam-
ily likes it. I liked the
"Choose Your Own
Adventure*' game, April says
you worked very hard
on it.
My faverite ending was
when the kung-fu kittens
killed me, and when I rode
the mule from Africa to
Texas and I blew up
Houston.
1 hope you put it in again;
it was well worth the time.
Keisey
April Cunninghams annoy-
ing little sister
Figured you out, Stefan,
too bad
This letter is in regards to
•
Shifty s Top Ten" in the
February 4, 2004 edition of
The Cora Weekly. Shifty's Top
Ten is usually an offbeat
piece of the paper that makes
me laugh. However, I wasn't
laughing when I opened this
edition of The Cord. I was
made out to be "the token
WLU Nickelback fan," which
was truly appalling. Stefan
Sereda, you have outdone
yourself. I am truly insulted
to be considered something
like that.
Nickelback is a band that
has done nothing great for
the music industry. Being
Canadian might be the only
positive thing going for
them. But I would even ques-
tion that. The only reason
that they have become so
popular is that their pop-
rock hits like "How U
Remind Me" appeal to the
lazy listeners. "Why listen to
something of good quality,
when I can listen to some-
thing that sounds decent
now but will totally suck in a
week?"
Next time you choose a
subject to put such a horren-
dous tag on, consider if they
would actually listen to such
dribble. For all those
Kroeger fans who are upset
by this, try listening to some
quality music. Expand your
mind to something beyond
Theory of a Nickelback or
Creefault. Thanks Stefan, I
think.
Taylor Landry
Letters to The Cord
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Conan or Kilborn?
Fringe or Fashion 'n' Motion?
Public or private interests?
...Balki or Larry?
Send us your opinion: letters@wlusp.com
Fashion 'n' Motion famous; Fringe
Festival still exists on periphery
Stefan
Sereda
Opinion
Editor
In this corner, weighing' in at
a troupe of performers, poets,
and pill-poppers, the Fringe
Festival.
And in this corner, the
champion of Laurier stage
attractions for who knows
how long, weighing in at a
bunch of dancers and models
stomping who stomp around
like clydesdale... Fashion *11'
Motion!!!
Ladies and gentlemen,
despite my vertical haircut,
I'm not Don King, and these
two shows are not really
bloodying each others faces.
Still, I hope you see my point
about which WLU production
receives more attention on
campus.
Fringe Festival, a student-
run celebration of the arts at
Laurier, combines theatre,
film, poetry, fiction and
music into one post-psy-
eliadelic freak-out. Complete
with nudity. In contrast,
Fashion '11' Motion can't com-
bine three letters to spell the
word "and". It does devilishly
cross-breed racy dancing,
popular clothes and Trooper
songs into one Hell-raising*
(pun intended) experience,
but I'm not going to rush out
and call F'n'M art. Even if the
dancing is well choreo-
graphed and they're adding a
murder-mystery plot this
year, I doubt the spectacle
will make Beethoven roll
over.
Not that we aren't all
guilty of wanting to be enter-
tained, a need which the
show aims to fulfill, but why
does Fash ion 'n' Motion get
lavished with praise and
attention by everyone except
certain Cora critics?
Fringe Festival
combines theatre,
film, poetry, fiction
and music into one
post-psychadelic
freak-out, complete
with nudity.
Annually, F'n'M manages
to pack the Theatre
Auditorium throughout the
weekend its three-day run.
The dancers are encouraged
to perform at Laurier's Open
House in March, as well as
practice in any nook of the
FNCC that's available.
Fringe, in comparison, does
not have a regular perform-
ance space, shifting from the
Paul Martin Centre to the
Turret, and last year man-
aged to sell 796 tickets over
the course of four days.
Considering that last year
was Fringe's second at
Laurier, 796 tickets is quite
an achievement.
Does the time that, volun-
teers spend rehearsing for
F'n'M merit higher ticket
sales and a bigger venue? If it
does, then surely the efforts
of certain artists who have
been working on their Fringe
Festival pieces since last term
deserves equal attention.
One might also argue that
F'n'M donates all of its pro-
ceeds from ticket sales to
charity: the Courtland
Shelley Community Centre,
and the Learning Disabilities
Association of Kitchener-
Waterloo, for example. This
certainly adds some nobility
and credibility to F'n'M.
Fringe Festival, however,
aims to contributeall its prof-
its to an Arts student schol-
arship fund. Don't worry, the
Fringe directors aren't
padding their own pockets
with this scholarship money:
because of high production
costs, Fringe will not be able
to set this fund up for years,
still. Why doesn't Fringe
Festival receive the same
funding from the Students'
Union? Maybe Fringe doesn't
want to be associated with
them. And I can't say I would
blame any progressive or
reactionary artists for want-
ing to distance themselves
from such a conservative
institution.
It definitely shouldn't be a
question of which perform-
ance supplies the most
provocative entertainment. I
already mentioned the nudity
that Fringe Festival is guar-
anteeing this year; will F'n'M
have anything worse than
dudes in boxers and girls
dancing like its Saturday
night at Louie's?
In contrast, Fashion
'n' Motion can't
combine three
letters to spell the
word "and".
My aim is not to take
away from Fashion 'n'
Motion's ticket sales, appeal,
or the work that its volun-
teers put into the production.
Instead, I wish to ask one fur-
ther question: why are the
arts becoming so underval-
ued in our culture? Great
works of art built our society
and are taught in schools
centuries, even millennia
after their initial creation,
yet the majority of people
focus their attention on the
mindless entertainment
which does not dare to chal-
lenge our boundaries.
While I can't predict the
aesthetic brilliance of either
show, I would advise Laurier
students, staff and faculty to
purchase tickets to Fringe
Festival before the weekend
rolls around. I urge this as
an Arts student, but one with
absolutely no involvement in
the festival itself. What better
way to liven up a mundane
weekend? Oh, right, Louie's,
In an era of commercials
that plead "don't take music
out of schools," and remedial
English being taught in col-
lege a mere generation after
Latin and Greek were taught
in high school, the arts are
being pushed to the periph-
ery, Though they've always
existed here to push the
boundaries of human civiliza-
tion, and I wouldn't have it
any other way. I wish they
could still attract attention
from the edge.
The purchase of tickets to
and attending of a Fringe
Festival performance encour-
ages the arts, and gives the
artists what they fuels their
creativity: an audience for
them to express themselves
to. Don't dry out Fringe
Festival by denying it the
attention that Fashion 'n'
Motion bathes in. Instead,
those affiliated with both
groups should purchase tick-
ets to the other event, so they
can learn from one another
and enhance their own per-
formances in the future.
Such collaboration will keep
F'n'M from growing stale,
and help Fringe grow into
that which it reaches beyond
its constraints for,
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Democracy too rich for my blood
David
Alexander
Idealist
at work
Canadian democracy is a
sham. We are distracted, from
engaging' in political action
by a complex system of
mythology, culminating* in
the belief that voting* equals
democracy. As Henry David
Thoreauonce claimed, voting-
is actually the lowest form of
democratic participation.
Without taking* other actions,
our vote is as useless as one
would expect of a tiny piece
of paper. As the Ontario
Liberals seem intent on prov-
ing*. just voting* is not an
effective way to change socie-
ty.
Globally, there are
many examples of
corporations that
exploit people in
Third World
countries directly.
Democracy is the idea that
people participate in their
own governance.
Government is dependent
upon and subject to the
sources of power in a society.
Theoretically, democratic
bodies share power among all
of their members. But how do
we engage with the sources
of power in our society? In
Canada, only about 50% of
people vote. While this is
somewhat discouraging-, peo-
ple have many valid reasons
for not voting-.
Our voting* system itself is
fundamentally flawed.
Without proportional repre-
sentation, Canada will con-
tinue to be governed by
minority rule (41%), where
many votes are basically
ignored. In addition, many of
our politicians are corrupt,
and have sold -out to special
interests instead of repre-
senting- of their constituents.
Politicians who have money
are more likely to run for
office and be elected than
those with little money. As
such, it should come as no
surprise that the low-income
citizens (who also face sys-
tematic barriers to voting-)
are under-represented.
Finally, we rely on a compro-
mised media system to give
us accurate information
about the political world and
candidates in elections.
Media purveyors like the
Toronto Star ignore some
political parties (the Ontario
Green Party) and favour oth-
ers (the Ontario Liberals). It
is hard for everyone to be
represented by Canadian gov-
ernment when there are so
many problems with the way
it is structured.
A much smaller percent-
age of people participate in
democracy by expressing
their opinions to our politi-
cians and to other citizens.
Letter-writing* campaigns,
demonstrations, phone calls
to elected officials, and other
advocacy attempts can be
effective, but only insomuch
as they are able to persuade
others of the need for action.
These avenues of discourse
can lead to positive social
changes, but mainly by put-
ting* pressure on elected offi-
cials. A key problem with
this approach is that various
media often choose which
opinions are worth report-
ing'.
In the same way that let-
ters to the editor can be
selected to make it seem that
writers agree with the domi-
nant opinions of society,
media can ignore unique
voices of dissent.
Money conies into play
here as well. As long* as
media exists in a profit-ori-
ented environment, media
owners will be governed by
two responsibilities: first, to
attract readers (we should be
careful not to become passive
"viewers", "listeners" or
"audience"), and, second, to
attract advertisers. This is
problematic, especially when
informational media gets
mixed up
with entertainment
media. Throw in some care-
fully placed advertisements
and you've got a very com-
plex system for people to sort
through. A large percentage
of mediaoutlets are owned by
large corporations, and when
they are not, they probably
rely on advertising money
from these companies.
Journalists are free in some
ways, but they can be easily
censored or fired should they
offend the businesses that
own or advertise in their pub-
lication. Rather than a "free
press", our society/economy
supports a "bought press"
which is not only eomplicit
in. but essential to our sham
democracy.
If large
corporations own
our politicians,
then it is likely we
should be
governed by
corporate interests.
If large corporations own
our politicians and our media
then it is likely that we
should be governed by corpo-
rate interests rather than
public interests.
Globally, there are many
examples of corporations
that exploit people in Third
World countries directly. If
companies have more power
than the government, then
we live not in a democracy
but a plutocracy (a state in
which the wealthy rule), or
"mediacracy" (a term used by
Paul Kurtz to describe media
consolidation). In a world
where corporations regulate
governments, it is no sur-
prise that we consider the
health of the Economy before
we consider the health of peo-
ple. Never mind that econom-
ic profit is given to those at
the top of corporations.
Corporations are funda-
mentally undemocratic.
Hierarchy in corporations
ensures that only those
deemed acceptable to the cor-
porate culture are allowed to
work for the corporation.
Furthermore, corporate
actions are dictated by the
president or directors of that
corporation. Corporations
are not accountable to indi-
vidual employees of the busi-
ness (they are replaceable) or
to the public. Since corpora-
tions are expected only to
maximize profits, it is not
surprising that they engage
in so many socially harmful
activities.
Some economists call for
smaller government, fewer
taxes and freer trade.
Personally, as humanist, I
think that there is a signifi-
cant role for the government
to redistribute wealth more
equally so that the poorest in
our country (and hopefully
in other countries) might be
able to afford to live a healthy
life free from hunger, vio-
lence, and curable diseases. It
should be a role of the gov-
ernment to regulate busi-
nesses so that they do not
offend basic human rights,
nor permanently damage our
planet's ecological balance.
So what can we do to fight
in. this system? Well, we can
vote for politicians who are
not owned by corporate
power and who make promis-
es to regulate corporations.
But until such a government
is elected we do have other
sources of power. We can help
make the world more just
with our selves. We can. talk
to others and tell them about
our concerns. We can join
advocacy groups like
Greenpeace. the Stephen
Lewis foundation, Amnesty
International, or Students
against Sweatshops.
Just as
corporations use
their money to buy
clout, so can we.
Groups that take direct
action are also essential to
social change. Community
services like St. John's
Kitchen. House of Friendship
or Reaching Our Outdoor
Friends offer volunteer
opportunities that have a
direct impact on our commu-
nity and society.
Just as corporations use
their money to buy influence,
so can we. If we wish to influ-
ence our own governance
in a
system relying' so much on
the money of corporations,
we must become democratic
consumers. Since money is
power, and we have money,
we have a real source of
power. In order to use
this
power democratically, we
must look beyond the thing
that we are buying 1 to the
final destination of our
money. If we support the way
the company will spend
this
money than we should spend
it. If we do not wish for the
company to have any
more
power than we should
save
our money and use our voice
instead.
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You're not
good enough
Wilbur
McLean
Editor-in-
Chief
Insert pure genius here.
I write that, or something*
similar, every time I'm writ-
ing and don't know where to
start. Other times I'll just
start typing- anything-: the
contents of the last meal I ate,
my plans
for tomorrow,
whatever. I'm trying- to trick
myself.
Seeing something- on the
page is better than starting
at a blank page. It makes me
feel like I've accomplished
something', no matter how
irrelevant or inconsequential
that thing- may be. In the end,
though. it succeeds in
absolutely nothing- as I'm still
left with no ideas and noth-
ing to write.
Life is like that, though.
I didn't want to come to
Laurier. With my high school
days waning', what I really
wanted was to get into
Guelph's business program.
But I was concerned about
failing' Finite Mathematics
and having my offer of
admission from Guelph
revoked. So I accepted
Laurier's offer instead.
Honestly, now. The cute
girl who's been eyeing- you in
class hasn't really decided
she finds you the most attrac-
tive out of the 10,000 other
people at Laurier. You're
chubby, your ears stick out
and you speak with a lisp;
you're no prize pig. But she
knows she'd better get some-
thing- before being left with
nothing-. So you're it.
It's not comprehension
skills that set humans apart
from other animals: it's our
willingness to settle for what-
ever we can get.
Desiring- only what's
attainable means always get-
ting- what one wants. Isn't
that the goal?
We constantly fool our-
selves into believing we're
happy: excitedly calling- our
parents after being- promoted
to shift supervisor at
McDonald's is fine until real-
izing that one of life's great-
est achievements has become
being a shift supervisor at
McDonald's.
Life isn't about achieving
our goals. It's about setting-
onr sights low enough that
we can believe we're success-
ful.
And for those who actual-
ly believe they have the
opportunity to obtain some-
thing they truly want: grab
it, wrestle it to the ground
and don't let it get back up
again.
Then you'll realize it's not
what you wanted at all.
Po what was my goal with
this editorial? Well, pure
genius of course
And no, I didn't achieve it.
But this is good enough.
Cellular phonies
German music from the '80s,
animals, McDeal's: the reasons why
McCullough hates commercials
Sven
McCullough
What were
you thinking?
There are tons of commer-
cials on television that partic-
ularly annoy me, like the
McDonald's ones where they
try to be down with the hood.
"Hey yo, hey yo. I don't go f'o'
the luxury, I g'ots to keep it
real, so I buy a shitty ear and
eat McDeals." Television is
full of horrible programming
and commercials, but cell
phone advertisements hold a
special spot on my hate list.
Telus uses animals
to sell their wares,
although pigs and
"Ninety-nine Red
Balloons" have
nothing to do with
phones.
Competition between the
cellular carriers is fierce, but
you'd never guess that when
you see the garbage that
makes it to broadcast. Each
company is basically selling*
an identical product with the
same exact options for the
same highway-robbery price.
So that's why the rival com-
panies try to stand out by fill-
ing air time with their ad
campaigns. Telus uses ani-
mals to sell their wares,
although pigs and "Neun
und Neunzig Luftbalong"
have nothing to do with
phones. Well not in my mind,
but maybe I'm missing some-
thing. Perhaps it's a deep
metaphor that flew right over
my head
like said pigs and
Luftbalong, but I prefer to
think that Telus is tricking
people to associate baby ani-
mals with cell phones.
Whoever bought a Telus
phone because they liked the
ads got duped. But if you're
already stupid enough to be
tricked by lousy advertising,
then I'm positive this wasn't
the first time and surely
won't be the last. Which
reminds me: I got a time-
share over by that beach
place if you want to give me
all your money.
Don't feel down if you're a
Telus subscriber and can't
take the pig-bashing, because
the other carriers are just as
bad. I was going' to attack
Bell Mobility now but I can't
differentiate between their
ads and Rogers AT&T. In an
industry where the quantity
of advertising and brand
association far outweigh
quality, I'm surprised that
they haven't put out more
memorable commercials. I
know I remember Fido ads,
with people staying close and
some guy with a mustache
claiming to be the president
of the company. Although to
this day I don't know his
name. There's something I
don't trust about that. It does-
n't matter anyway because
the ads themselves are irrele-
vant. Every company is sell-
ing the same thing, and each
company really doesn't have
much to distinguish itself
from the others.
That's where the useless
accessories come in: ring'
tones, faceplates, colour
screens, cameras, games, web
browsing' and text messag-
ing'. And when I say "useless"
I mean it. The carriers try to
appeal to people's vanity with
these options, and when I
look at most cell phone users
it's evident that this works.
People buy phones because of
how they look more than for
functionality. Those who care
about faceplates are the same
people who wear headphones
around their necks to look
cool, or use sunglasses to
shield their hair. Cell phones
should come with back
plates. Then everyone could
see how cool you are when
you're using it.
The carriers try to
appeal to people's
vanity with these
options, and when
I look at most cell
phone users it's
evident this works.
I hate cell phones even
though I use one, but I man-
age to keep it real, even real-
er than the guy in the
McDonald's ad. because my
phone lacks all the new fanci-
ness. It's four years old. the
screen is black on green and
it doesn't have a faceplate. 1
prefer ray old phone and if
the future is friendly, you'll
find me stuck in the past.
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Haiti fears coup d'etat
Haitian Prime Minister appeals to
international community for
assistance in wake of possible coup
YUSUF FAQIRI
Cord International
Haiti's Prime Minister, Yvon
Neptune, has warned that the
country is facing- a coup at
the height of an armed rebel-
lion that has killed 57 people.
The rebels claim that the
2000 elections were rigged
by President Jean Bertrand
Aristide. Neptune has
appealed to the international
community for assistance in
crushing- this violent upris-
ing'. Neptune wants to show
that Haiti is working' towards
having peace and stability.
ThePrime Minister was quot-
ed saying "We are witnessing-
the coup d'etat machine in
motion." The Caribbean
nation hasbeen devastated by
violence over the past month
with armed rebels now con-
trolling much of the north of
the country, which include
nations such as Gonaives, St.
Marc and Grand Goave.
Rebels in a number of places
have set fire to police stations
and blocked roads.
There are three forces in
Haiti: the government headed
by Aristide, the opposition
who want Aristide to resign
and the rebels who also want
the president gone but who
are not allied with the opposi-
tion. The rebel leader, Guy
Phillipe, has threatened to
attack the capital, Port-Au-
Prince, within three days
with his military forces and
plans to control the entire
country within two weeks
unless Aristide steps down.
A coup d'etat is not some-
thing new to Haiti. An
attempted coup d'etat in Haiti
occurred in December 2001
when gunmen tried to storm
into the national palace at
two am local time but were
forced back by gunfire from
palace security. The president
Jean Bertram! Aristide has
been at odds with opposition
ever since he took the leader-
ship in 2000.
Aristide has had a tumul-
tuous career in politics. In
September 1990 Aristide,
then a Catholic priest, was
elected president based on his
radical agenda of social and
political change. However,
Aristide a few months later
was ousted from power by a
military coup, and in an
attempt to restore democracy
and order, the United States
sent 20,000 troops over in
1994. Professor Yasmine
Shamsie, a research associate
with the Centre for Research
on Latin America and the
Caribbean at York University
said that the fact it took the
United States, the largest
military power in the world,
three years to get rid of a
weak military government
indicates that it was in no
hurry to bring Aristide back
to Haiti. Therefore, in 1994
Aristide was allowed to
return to Haiti; however, he
was not allowed to run for
consecutive terms because
the constitution forbade it. In
1995 Rene Preval became
Haiti's President. However, in
the 2000 elections Aristide
became president again and
his term expires in 2004.
This time Aristide came in
with a changed agenda.
Physical attacks by Aristide's
supporters against his oppo-
nents have become wide-
spread in Haiti. The human
rights violations in Haiti
have attracted the attention
for the international commu-
nity. "Aristide said he could-
n't crack down on the vio-
lence because he lacked the
resources," said Shamsie.
The international community
in 2000 decided to withhold
$500 million US development
money from Haiti, says
Shamsie. The money will not
be released until the govern-
ment and the opposition
reached an agreement.
"Opposition parties are
not being given a fair voice,"
says Shamsie. "It would be
easy for the opposition to just
let Aristide rule for two more
years, but people don't trust
him," adds Shamsie. "The two
sides are like freight trains
running into each other." A
political philosopher once
said that "when the people
lose faith in their govern-
ment then the state in itself
will collapse."
Contributed Photo
The threat of a coup by rebels has the French island of Haiti in turmoil just two years after the last coup attempt in the country.
Quake
kills
MARY ERSKINE
Staff Writer
Broken spirits accompanied
the broken buildings left
from the recent earthquake
in Morocco, as many sur-
vivors in a northern, neglect-
ed region of the country said
that their government "aban-
don them" after the disaster,
This region has been called
one of the most underdevel-
oped regions in Morocco by
many officials.
The area of Imzouren,
which is largely populated
with non-Arab Berbers, was
one of six villages that were
partially devastated by the
6,5 magnitude quake which
struck at 2:30 a.m. Tuesday
morning. Approximately 564
people were killed, nearly 300
wounded, and tens of thou-
sands were left without a
home or a place to stay. The
numbers have not been final-
ized as many hard to reach,
rural areas have not yet been
thoroughly searched, the Red
Cross announced Wednesday.
Everything from pick axes to
bare hands were used by res-
cuers and those not badly
hurt to help people under the
fallen brick and clay.
Those who recognized the
damage that had been done to
their homes also were heard
raising their voices regard-
ing the injustice of having to
wait for help. People were
heard shouting "People are
dying, and nothing has been
done for them" and "This is a
shame! We are treated like
slaves!"
The Red Cross has already
launched a campaign to help
with the aid, requesting 2.3
million dollars for such sup-
plies as tents, blankets, mat-
tresses, heaters, and food.
This call has already been
responded to by Europe and
the United States, who have
sent hundreds of volunteers
and thousands of dollars of
supplies to the region.
Aftershocks did nothing
to calm the shaken crowds.
Wednesday saw two with
magnitudes of 4.3 and 4.5,
doing further damage to the
crumbled structures in the
area.
However bad this earth-
quake was it still does not
match the 1960 quake which
completely destroyed the
southern city of Agadir and
killing 12,000 people.
IT goes overseas
TUDOR COSTACHE
Staff Writer
When I filled out my univer-
sity application in 1999,
North America was experi-
encing- a collective technolo-
gy-infused wet dream: every-
body was delighted by the
digital revolution; the
obscene salaries and stock
options used to attract new
employees; and the orgy of
innovation that would keep
the economy well lubricated
for years to come.
There was profit to be
made, and a lot of it, so it
wasn't surprising that thou-
sands of bright students
enrolled in high-tech pro-
grams hoping that the tech-
nological gravy train would
go on forever.
Like many of my cohorts,
I entered university hoping
to partake in the technologi-
cal orgy - the government
even gave me a hefty scholar-
ship just for enrolling in a
computer science program.
However, that dream was
shattered a few months later
when everybody awoke to
realize that internet fortunes
weren't really there.
But even after the tech-
bubble burst, there were
plenty of other reasons to be
optimistic about high-tech
jobs. After all, unlike manu-
facturing jobs that can be rel-
atively easily outsourced,
tech jobs require highly-
skilled professionals that
were hard to find
elsewhere. While there was
less money and fewer jobs in
high-tech, the jobs didn't
seem to be going away, at
least not in the foreseeable
future. But all that changed
as information technology
jobs started being outsourced
at an alarming rate to devel-
oping countries like India
and China. By 2015, more
than 14 million white-collar
jobs may be lost to outsourc-
ing in the US alone. But
while this may be bad for
Western countries banking
on their high-tech indus-
tries, it may even bridge the
gap in wealth and standards
of living that exist between
the developing countries and
the West.
India and China under-
stood early on the impor-
tance of the high-tech indus-
try, and as a result they both
invested heavily in educa-
tional institutions that rival
those in developed countries.
But what made them compet-
itive was the abundant and
cheap supply of technically
talented workers.
"Thousands of engineers
in disciplines as diverse as
textile engineering and aero-
nautics graduate each year
from India's engineering
schools," writes the New
York Times. "Top-notch grad-
uates can be hired at salaries
beginning at $10,000 a year,
even as their peers in the
United States earn six times
that amount or more."
This cheap and deep pool
of technical talent is
extremely attractive to multi-
national corporations who
are always looking for ways
of cutting costs. As a result,
every major player in the
high-tech industry seems to
be heading for
Asia. Companies like Intel,
Motorola, IBM, and General
Electric have already set up
technology campuses in
India. For most companies,
it makes economic sense to
move high-tech facilities
overseas, especially since the
labour is six tunes cheaper.
But it is not only the multi-
national high-tech compa-
nies that benefiting from
these moves - ultimately the
growth of white-collar jobs in
developing nations helps
raise the standards of living
within the developing world.
"There is no better form of
trade a developing nation can
engage in than to sell servic-
es provided by an educated
population," argues Brian
Behlendorf on
Salon.com. Compared to any-
thing else a nation can sell
(like natural resources or
manufacturing- jobs), high-
tech jobs are the both sus-
tainable and ecologically
friendly. Ultimately,
the high-tech workforces
created by nations like India
and China help raise that
country's standard of living,
evening the wealth gap
between the developed and
the developing world.
High-tech jobs will con-
tinue to be drained from the
North American market
because suddenly it is possi-
ble to find an inexpensive,
knowledgeable, and English-
speaking workforce over-
seas. And while this will con-
tinue to be problematic for
university graduates and
high-tech workers in Canada
and the U.S., the outsourcing
of white-collar jobs is the eas-
iest way of raising the stan-
dards of living in developing
nations.
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Khan a rocket in
Pakistan's pocket
Nuclear materials found in Iran lead
to questions and accusations of their
source; Brendan Jones comments
Brendan
Jones
Extra Value
I Spiel
So the IAEA Inspector said to
the Iranian, "Say, is that a
clandestine nuclear weapons
program in your pocket or
are you just happy to see
me?" Clearly, they actually
weren't too happy. Amongst
Iranian denunciations last
Friday, February 20, US offi-
cials divulged that interna-
tional inspections have
uncovered uranium enrich-
ment parts in Iran.
According to US officials, the
"P-2" centrifuge parts that
have been discovered are "far
superior" and "more sophisti-
cated" than the "P-l", which
Iran makes no qualms about
possessing. Not surprisingly,
the official line out of Tehran
is "there are no P-2 cen-
trifuges in Iran, either at
civilian or military installa-
tions."
Washington contends that
the P-2 parts are similar to
those that have been found in
Libya since Ghadafi agreed to
dismantle his weapons pro-
grams. While administration
officials would not comment
on any specific intelligence,
White House Press Secretary
Scott McCieilan said that
they are tracking lAEA
reports of new information
pertaining- to "enrichment
activities or technology" that
"underscored our serious
concerns." It was also allud-
ed to that the parts could
have been obtained on the
black market through
Pakistani scientist A.Q.
Khan, who recently divulged
his shady nuclear dealings.
However, "the source of the
materials is not known at
this time."
Is that a
clandestine nuclear
weapons program
in your pocket, or
are you just happy
to see me.
As the weekend came to a
close on the other hand, it
further appears that Iran has
been caught with a rocket in
their pocket. On Monday,
Tehran publicly admitted
that they had purchased
nuclear materials from black
market dealers. Doing so
opened up the official inter-
national name-calling, with
the US accusing Iran of
developing a nuclear
weapons program under the
guise of civilian energy pro-
gram while Tehran counters
that it has "never pursued
nuclear arms and will never
do so,"
Until the International
Atomic Energy Agency's offi-
cial report for the March 3
top-level agency meeting is
released, however, the US will
have the upper hand with its
"Gotcha!" card.
Malaysian police released
a report implicating Iran in a
nuclear parts purchase from
A.Q. Khan, the father of the
Pakistani nuclear bomb.
Tehran reportedly paid the
dirt-cheap price of $3 million
for two containers of used
centrifuge parts in 1995.
Adding further credibility to
the "innocent" nature of this
purchase, the $3 million was
paid in cash to a black mar-
ket intermediary who, after
making the shipment from
Pakistan, returned to two
briefcases filled with cash
waiting for him in his Dubai,
UAE. apartment.
This same intermediary
had also arranged with Khan
for enriched uranium and
centrifuge parts to be sent
directly by air to Libya in
2001-2002. This revelation is
compounded with the com-
mercial satellite photos of the
nuclear facilities near Natanz
and Arak. While these are
not the smoking- guns
brought to the U.N. by Adlai
Stevenson during the 1962
Cuban Missile Crisis, they do
raise the specter of reason-
able doubt.
In 2003, Iran admitted to
constructing a gas cen-
trifuge uranium enrichment
facility near Natanz as well
as a heavy water production
plant at Arak. Iran only has
one known "peaceful"
nuclear power reactor, which
is being constructed with the
aid of Russia using a light-
water-moderated reactor.
Heavy-water moderated reac-
tors are more suited to pluto-
niurn production than their
light-water counterparts:
creating the disposition that
Iran's true intent is to devel-
op the capability to produce
fissile material for nuclear
weapons using both the plu-
toniurn and highly enriched
uranium route.
Uranium enrichment is
the critical step in transform-
ing natural uranium into the
nuclear fuel that produces
electricity. A naturally occur-
ring element, uranium con-
tains U-235 and U-238 iso-
topes. U-235 isotopes are
those used to create nuclear
weapons centrifuges allow
for uranium gas to be sepa-
rated into the two individual
isotopes. By rotating at twice
the speed of sound, the heav-
ier U-238 is separated from
the lighter U-235. Do this a
couple hundred times and
voila, you're ready to make a
nuclear bomb.
Heavy-water on the other
hand is far simpler. In this
"water", the hydrogen atoms
are replaced with deuterium
allowing the reactor to use
natural uranium as its fuel.
This allows plutonium to be
created while completely
bypassing uranium enrich-
ment and the entire related
technological infrastructure.
These heavy-water-moderat-
ed reactors can be used to
make tritium, an ingredient
of thermonuclear weapons.
Garden
gnome
thief
OREGON -
Oregon, the "Spotted Owl,
it's what's for dinner!" state,
can now finally sleep easy at
night. On Valentine's Day,
Kimberley Rae Baker-
Bundy turned herself in to
Sherwood Police, finally
putting to rest the mystery
of "The Oregon Lawn
Ornament Thief', Baker-
Bundy's license plate was
recorded just before
Christmas after a couple
spotted her dashing across
their lawn with some back-
yard booty. Police first
began investigating the case
when they noticed a string
of reports describing "ran-
dom thefts of weathered
birdhouses, gargoyles [and]
ceramic frogs". This month,
she was charged with 25
counts of misdemeanor
theft claiming she used her
five-finger-discount to
thieve "wagon wheels, wind
chimes, doormats, and plas-
tic deer."
Baker-Bundy's alleged
crime spree dates back to
2000 and covers two coun-
ties. When police executed a
search warrant on her
house, police discovered a
veritable "chop shop" of gar-
den ornaments. "Her
favorite colours were black
and red," police said. "She
was a busy camper too. The
place was so crowded you
could barely walk through
Political Cartoon by Sarah Graves
Windows to
the World
Lira? Uganda
Nine people were killed during a protest in Lira, when peo-
ple took to the streets demanding that the Ugandan Army
and the United Nations take stronger action against the
rebellious Lord's Resistance Army. Gunfire killed at least five
people, while stoning and beatings were responsible for the
other four deaths. Most of those killed were from the Acholi
tribe, who are often kidnapped and conscripted into the LRA.
Thousands of Ugandans have died, and millions have been
displaced since the beginning of the LRA insurgency.
B&ijinsj, China
Talks continued at a Beijing conference attempting- to reach
a resolution regarding- North Korea's nuclear weapons pro-
gram. Participants China, North Korea, South Korea, Japan,
Russia and the USA discussed various proposals for ending
nuclear development and repairing ties in the region.
Currently being discussed is South Korea's three part pro-
posal for peace. It involves the U.S guaranteeing North
Korea's security, North Korea dismantling its nuclear pro-
gram and following that, the tackling of other issues facing
both nations.
Ga&ni:anams3 Bay, Cuba
In GuantanamoBay this week, the USA began to lay charges
against prisoners at the detention facility there. The
detainees until now have been held without charge and in
many cases, for over a year. The first two men charged are
accused of conspiring to commit war crimes on behalf of al-
Qaeda. The men will be tried by a military tribunal; their
attorneys have expressed doubts that the trials will be fair,
impartial and independent.
Compiled by Ananthan Sundaresan and Kate Johnston
Contributed Photo
Contributed Photo
Contributed Photo
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Sports
Lady Hawks eliminated
RICH KAWAMOTO
Staff Writer
While most students were
soaking- up the sun and
relaxing in the pool, there
was a dedicated group of
women who were on the vol-
leyball court every day, work-
ing towards Ontario's version
of the final four.
Last Friday, the Hawks
ended their regular season
on a winning note as they
dismantled their cross town
rivals, the Waterloo Warriors,
three games to one. The win
put them in a three-way tie
for second place with
Western and McMaster, each
of whom had an identical
record against each other
throughout the season.
Using the official OUA tie-
breaking format, the Hawks
ended up third
in the West
which resulted in a quarter
final match-up with
McMaster this past Friday
evening in Hamilton.
The Hawks had beaten
Mac twice in the regular sea-
son but in the playoffs, previ-
ous success is all but forgot-
ten.
The Marauders came out
with a new game plan
against the Hawks and it
proved to be the winning- for-
mula as they put an end to
Laurier's playoff hopes in
three straight sets. The lady
Hawks couldn't seem to find
a constant rhythm through-
out the match which gave
McMaster the opportunity to
capitalize on their errors. The
Marauders earned a berth in
the final four which takes
place at the University of
Toronto this weekend.
Although the season did
not finish on the high note
they had expected, the
Hawks take many positives
from it. First year dynamo,
Danielle Walker, finished the
season ranked in the top 25
in the country in scoring,
kills, and aces. She will be a
sure contender for Ontario
rookie of the year and likely
McMaster 3 Laurier 0
a nominee for the All-
Canadian rookie team. The
other crop of rookies, which
include the likes of Melissa
St. Amant, Deanna
Kaminskyj, Michelle Cook
and Chelsea Moir, proved to
be something- that Hawk, fans
can look forward to in the
upcoming- years.
Head Coach Dave
Mclntyre potentially has 13
of his 14 players returning- to
the court in the 2004-2005
season. He has a core group
of starters returning- which
will surely bode well to make
another great run at next
year's OUA crown. His start-
ing setter (Laura Horner),
libero (Lisa Intini), and mid-
dle hitter (Amy Shipway),
will all be entering their
fourth year with an increased
amount of experience and an
even greater thirst for the
title.
However, there will be a
very noticeable difference in
next year's squad as they
sadly say goodbye to one of
the most familiar and like-
able faces to ever don the pur-
ple and gold on the volleyball
court. Middle hitter, Cathy
Ingalls, has been the heart
and soul of the women's team
for the past four seasons and
the statistics she put up on a
constant basis will surely be
missed by Coach Mclntyre as
well as the rest of her team-
mates.
The Hawks' captain has
had an illustrious career at
Laurier. In her first season,
she was not only a first team
OUA all-star but was also
named to the All-Canadian
rookie team. She has been an
Academic All-Canadian and
has been a first team Ontario
all-star in every season thus
far. Ingalls has made the type
of impact to Laurier volley-
ball that not many players
can do. She's played a large
role in making the Hawks a
feared opponent in every
gym they step into and that
alone is reason enough to
remember her as one of the
most gifted volleyball players
in Laurier history.
But when it's all said and
done, volleyball is only a
minor reflection of the type
of individual that Ingalls is.
Coach Mclntyre depicted
Ingalls as someone who is an
all-around incredible person.
In so many ways, Cathy
is a hero Her play on the
court, her personality, her
academics... she is an inspi-
ration. The team will miss
her kills, blocks, and digs...
but I'll miss being around her
every day. It is hard work to
be Cathy Ingalls every day.
and yet (she) makes it look
easy.
I have a lot of respect
for who she is as a person
and I consider it an honour to
have coached her for four
years."
So as a season comes to an
end and a legend hangs up
her shoes, Laurier women's
volleyball look to use the off-
season as a time to
re-group
and prepare for another
exciting playoff run. The
new season is right around
the corner which means the
QUA crown will soon be up
for grabs once again... enter
the 2004-2005 Golden
Hawks.
Laurierathletics.com
The Ladys Hawks had a successful 2003/2004 season, but it came to an end in Hamilton when they lost
to McMaster in the OUA quarterfinal. The Hawks look to build on their success for the next year.
Lowly looking Buffaloes
Bernard
Dawson
Bernard's
Beefs
It is hard to be a human
being- and not be upset by the
criminal activities alleged to
have taken place at the
University of Colorado. Six
women have come forward
and said that they were raped
by members or recruits of the
university football team, the
Colorado Buffaloes, since
2000. Included in that num-
ber is former Buffs place
kicker Katie Hnida. who has
since transferred to the
University of New Mexico
and in 2002 became the first
woman to play in an NCAA
D-1A football game.
The allegations of rape
were first brought to the
forefront over a month ago
when three women sued the
university, claiming that
they had been raped at a
party by members of the foot-
ball team. Since then three
more women have come out
with similar stories. The pro-
gram has faced charges of
taking underage football
recruits to strip clubs and
hiring escorts for those same
recruits.
Buffaloes' Head Coach,
Gary Barnett, has been sus-
pended indefinitely by the
University and the school lias
appointed an independent
commission to look into the
allegations and report back
to the president of the uni-
versity. If the allegations
against the program turn out
to be true. Colorado will be
hit hard by the NCAA but no
matter what the NCAA does
to the Buffaloes this is not a
problem that can be swept
away with a few sanctions
being placed on one school.
San Diego State freshman
cunning back Lynell
Hamilton, a top NCAA
recruit last year, had similar
stories of drug and sex-filled
parties. Hamilton said that
the parties were a large rea-
son he walked away from
scholarship offers from big
schools such as Oregon,
where he was taken to a wild
on-campus party during his
recruiting visit. And this
year a number of University
of Minnesota prospects were
escorted to a strip club while
staying overnight with cur-
rent members of the football
team.
It would be wrong- to say
that intolerable acts such as
rape are taking place in every
football program. However, it
is just as wrong to pass this
off as something that only
happens at a few schools.
Take a look at the South
Eastern Conference, where
the powerful University of
Alabama is currently on pro-
bation after boosters pur-
chased the services of a num-
ber of players from their
high school coaches. It is not
as bad as players getting
away with rape, but buying
players is part of the same
problem.
Last month, the Miami
Herald ran a lour part series
on the recruitment of the
state's top ranked high
school football player. It was
a story of cheerleaders acting
as "recruiting hostesses", free
$400 dinnersand private air-
planes whisking players
from their homes to the
nation's top football factory I
mean educational institutes.
Athletics was once consid-
ered a supplement to a well-
rounded academic experi-
ence. Does that mean that
Colorado should not be pun-
ished? Hell no. If the allega-
tions are proven to be true,
then the NCAA should get
medieval on Colorado's ass.
That sounds good and will
make a great press release
but it seems that the NCAA is
unwilling to deal directly
with the problem at its core.
What happened at Colorado is
horrible but unless the status
quo is challenged anytime
soon, what happened at
Colorado will certainly hap-
pen again.
Gary Barnett was suspended indefinitely after allegations that a
former female football player for the Buffaloes was raped in 2000
Figure skating
5th in OUA final
MEGHAN SIDLER
Cord Sports
The competitive season for
the Golden Hawks figure
skaters came to an end on
February 15, 2004. While
many students were packing
their bags and heading home,
off to a tropical island to
drink daiquiris and lie on the
beach, the Laurier Varsity
Figure Skating team was
competing against nine other
Ontario Universities for the
OUA championship title. The
competition took place over
two days, February 14 and
15, and was hosted by the
University of Waterloo at
RIM Park.
Some of the top podium
finishes for the Lady Hawks
included Lindsey Maddick
and Missy Lloyd in second
place for the Junior Silver
Similar Dance event. This
was their second time placing
this year with the silver fin-
ish. Meghan Tallevi skated in
her substitute event, the
Short Program, and placed
first. Her ability to learn the
program in a short period of
time and finish in first place
was the highlight of the
weekend.
Meghan Sidler finished
second in the Senior Silver
Solo Dance event, her third
podium placing for the year.
Fourth place finishes includ-
ed those of Kim Edwards and
April Detzler in the Dance
Variation, April Shaw and
Marissa Mcllmoyli in the
Senior Silver Similar Dance,
and Natalie Palichuk,
Lindsay Moloney, Edwards
and Tallevi in the Fours
Freeskate event.
The hard work and great
performances by all the
skaters were unfortunately
not enough to capture the
gold but they left with an
overall fifth place standing.
The 19-member skating team
faced a total of eight infec-
tions and injuries over the
course of the five month sea-
son. Despite this, all the
skaters pulled together espe-
cially in the last few weeks
before the finals.
Although it was not the
ending- the Hawks had hoped
for, they showed their team
spirit well and were all sad-
dened to say goodbye to
the
2003/2004 season.
www.laurierathletics.com
The Golden Hawks varsity figure skating team placed fifth in the
OUA finals at RIM Park, capping off a strong 2004 season.
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Men's playoff forecast
COLIN DUFFETT
Staff writer
Colin Duffett weighs in on the
OUA Men's Hockey Playoffs.
Far East
With Ottawa winning' the bye
into the divisional finals,
Concordia and UQTR find
themselves in the best of
three series. This division
was one of the toughest and
definitely closest in the OUA.
Concordia made the playoffs
by being" one point ahead of
McGill. In four meetings this
season, UQTR won the series
with two wins, one loss and
one tie. Look for UQTR to
take the series two games to
one. UQTR has an excellent
goaltender in Danny Dallaire
and the tandem of Pierre-Luc
Emend and Alexandre Piclie
will provide an offensive
spark to put UQTR past
Concordia.
Mid-East
Toronto once again finished
in first giving them the bye
into the second round.
Queen's and RMC will face off
again this year. I don't think
there is any challenge here.
There is too much parity
within OUA hockey for any-
body to really believe that
RMC will beat Queen's.
Prediction: Queen's 2-0
Far-West
Waterloo had a turn around
season this year. They
improved by 15 points this
season, which was by far the
biggest turn around in the
OUA. Improving- by 15 points
in a division with Lakehead
and Western still puts them
in third place though.
Western and Lakehead are
two juggernauts, sort of like
Ottawa and Toronto in the
NHL. I expect Waterloo to
win the first game, complete-
ly catching- Lakehead off-
guard. Lakehead is my pre-
liminary pick to win the OUA
this year, so Lakehead in
three.
Mid-West
This is the division that
Laurier finds itself in. Their
first round opponent is the
same as last year, the Brock
Badgers, except this year's
Brock team is much stronger,
faster and more experienced
than last year's squad. In
three contests against Brock,
Laurier failed to pull out a
victory but they did manage
to tie one and lose one in
overtime. A game between
these two teams is always a
tough, hard fought contest.
The tide could go either way
in this battle. The keys to a
Laurier victory rest in the
play of their first line players
such as Colwill and Kazarian
on offense and Day between
the pipes, without these play-
ers Laurier will fizzle. I don't
like their chances against
Brock but I do think they will
put in a victory in three very
tight one-goal games. Plus, I
like Laurier's chances
against York better.
www.laurierathletics.com
WLU looks to make a strong showing in the playoffs this year. Their
first test conies against Brock on Wednesday in the quarterfinals.
Lewis indicted
Derek
Iwanuk
Sports
Editor
This past Wednesday, the
2003 NFL leading rusher,
Jamal Lewis was indicted on
federal drug charges relating
to an incident back in June of
3000.
Before being signed to a
six year, 35.3 million dollar
contract by the Baltimore
Ravens following being draft-
ed fifth overall in the 2000
NFL Draft, it is alleged that
Lewis tried, on several occa-
sions to purchase cocaine for
a childhood friend.
On one occasion, Lewis
and his childhood friend
Angelo Jackson met with an
informant at an Atlanta
restaurant. At the meeting,
Lewis and Jackson asked the
informant how much cocaine
he could distribute. No
cocaine was ever purchased.
Weeks later Lewis signed his
monster contract.
One has to ask. knowing
that Lewis would sign this
huge deal, why he would con-
tinue to participate and
involve himself with people
who are known drug dealers.
I don't think I will ever
understand the reasoning of
athletes who choose to sell
drugs, especially in the case
of Lewis when he knows he is
going to be making millions
in the upcoming months.
The mindset is unfath-
omable to me. Another exam-
ple of this idiocy is former
Dallas Cowboys linemanNate
Newton who was caught
transporting 220 pounds of
marijuana across the Texas
border. Again, another multi-
millionnaire athlete who
decides to transport and pur-
chase drugs. What can't they'
get with their millions of dol-
lars that they need to sell
drugs?
Is it the appeal of being a
movie star drug dealer that
attracts them to this lifestyle
after watching" the movie
Blow too many times? Or is it
a simple rush of knowing,
they're doing* something ille-
gal and forbidden? I don't
know any human emotion
that can't be bought in some
form or another.
Another theory is that it
could be the people that the
athlete is hanging out with;
the idea that you can take the:
man out of the ghetto but you
can't take the ghetto out of
the man. I guess it would be
hard to turn down a child-
hood friend, even when they
ask you to do something' stu-
pid, you seem to go along' no
matter what. But if Lewis'
friend needed money so bad
that he had to sell five kilos
of cocaine, couldn't he simply
have asked Lewis for the
money knowing that he
would make millions in his
upcoming contract?
These are questions that
seemingly cannot be
answered. Simple and obvi-
ous questions that befuddles
the mind of common folk like
me and you who probably
should be selling drugs to get
ahead in the world instead of
working at minimum wage
McJobs. The mind of the ath-
lete is truly puzzling and
with more cases like Lewis'
and Newton seemingly com-
ing into the mainstream
media daily, their actions,
become that more puzzling.
Mac downed
BERNARD DAWSON
Staff Writer
Hawks Win Their First Round Playoff
Game verus MacMaster 58 - 50
For most of their OUA quarterfinal match up
against the McMaster Marauders, the Laurier
Golden Hawks women's basketball team found
themselves trailing their rivals from Hamilton.
Mac was able to jump out to an early lead and
while the two teams tradedbaskets for most of the
first half, the Hawks only reclaimed an advantage
on the scoreboard once.
At points it seemed like the team was trying
too hard to make something- happen and the
squad was never able to get into rythme and play
like at their best. Because of a number of poor
shots and turnovers, the Golden Hawks found
themselves down
31-28 at the half.
The second half
was slow to get
|f|f|| §§ igliSlgr §1
started and neither team was able to cause any
serious trouble for their opposition. For the first
ten minutes of the second half, the newer period
looked very similar to the first half. It was not
until the clock had wasted away and only seven
minutes remained in the game that the real
Golden Hawks finally showed up.
Point Guard Sarah Zagorski began the rally
with an end to end basket worthy of the old
"Showtime" Lakers. Dee Charmer, who would fin-
ish with 15 points, then sunk a pair of jump shots
to give Laurier a slim, one-point advantage.
Zagorski then took over the game and almost sin-
gle handily increased the lead. Channel* then iced
the victory with a pair of late free throws, giving
the Hawks a 58 - 50 win.
More Hawks postseason action
Men's Basketball:
OUA Quarter-finals
Waterloo 66
Laurier 63
Men's Hockey:
Mid-West Division Semi-finais
Laurier 4
Brock 3
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The Lowest Rung
Poverty in a world ofconsumption
Homelessness is not a crime
Craig
Radcliffe
The Soap
Box
A homeless man, sitting on
the street, asks you for some
spare change to buy food.
If
you
are like most people, you
would likely ignore him and
pass by, believing that he is
like every homeless person
portrayed in the media: a
lazy opportunist out to swin-
dle you,
or an addict looking
for his next fix. The reality of
homelessness is far less cut-
and-dry, as homeless people
are not villainous carica-
tures, but are people who
have been trampled on and
forgotten by a society
obsessed with property and
personal gain.
The Puritan progenitors
of capitalism believed that
God would reward those who
worked hard. Following this
logic, later capitalists would
infer both that those who
were not rewarded by God
(with money) were not work-
ing hard, and that those with
money had necessarily
worked hard to get it. This
mentality is subconsciously
present in the way in which
our society approaches
homelessness. We tend to
adore and idolize those peo-
ple who have money, despite
the way in which they gained
it, and we make pariahs of
those people who are unfor-
tunate enough to find them-
selves on the street.
Rest assured, people on
the street do not wish to be
there, despite what sensa-
tionalized stories may be
pumped out by media frenzy
(such as that infamous
woman in Toronto who made
a fortune begging; she repre-
sents an exception, not a
rule). I don't believe for a sec-
ond that anyone would will-
ingly spend days poorly
clothed in temperatures
under -20 degrees Celsius.
Many argue that home-
less people are unmotivated,
and for whatever reason
don't want to get a job. There
are many reasons for home-
lessness, and lack of motiva-
tion is certainly not one of
them. Consider that many
mental problems go undiag-
nosed and untreated, and
space
in institutions is
becoming scarce. Consider
that disability coverage in
Ontario is such that there is
a massive waiting list, and
that earning enough to pay
for the necessary treatment
(without any money left over
for survival) will result in a
lifetime ban from the disabil-
ity program. Consider that
ex-convicts who cannot be
bonded will experience diffi-
culty finding any employ-
ment. Each of these examples
can help to explain a great
percentage of homelessness,
but of course they are not the
only reasons that a person
would find himself or herself
homeless.
The
criminalization of
homelessness has
become very 'in'
with
municipalities.
The criminalization of
homelessness has become
very 'in' with municipalities
across North America. New
York Mayor Rudy Giuliani
popularized the trend by
arresting homeless in
Manhattan and escorting
them beyond the confines of
the ritzy Midtown, and by
ordering the forcible eviction
of squatters in derelict build-
ings on the Lower East Side.
Toronto's own Mayor Mel fol-
lowed suit and had the police
give the homeless people one-
way escorts out of the down-
town core, not to
mention his
eager enforcement of the
Ontario Safe Streets Act that
banned panhandling in
many locations. By treating
homeless people like crimi-
nals, we are attacking" the
victims without in any way
addressing our social negli-
gence towards fellow human
beings.
The very worst part about
our treatment of the home-
less is the vicious cycle we
have initiated. People become
homeless whenever they, for
whatever reason, are unable
to find employment and
therefore money to own or
rent property in which to
reside. Once homeless, people
have no fixed address, and
therefore cannot appropriate-
ly fill out a job application,
and therefore have a very
small chance of ever getting
a job. In addition, homeless
people who do no have access
to running water or clean
clothing cannot adequately
present themselves to poten-
tial employers and therefore
are further hampered in
their search for employment.
Without a place to stay or a
way to make themselves pre-
sentable. people do not stand
a chance at employment.
The only practical way to
aid in the elimination of
homelessness is to invest
more money in social pro-
grams, as the homeless need
this help the most. However,
in a society in which tax
increases are a dirty word, I
think the situation will only
get worse as more and more
money falls into the hands of
the very rich. If Canadians
come together and declare
that investment hi social pro-
grams is very important to
us, like we did back hi the
days of Tommy Douglas and
the creation of universal
healthcare, then maybe we
will be able to help those who
truly need it.
Contributed Photo
Unless his circumstances change, this man will never be able to hold employment due to his lack of per-
manent address and his inability to 'dress the part'.
Single mothers among the poorest
Single parents, particularly women, are subject to discrimination by the government and in the
workplace and suffer the most from low wages, labour abuses and welfare crackdowns
ALYSIA WYVILLE
Cord Features
No educated person in
Canada could deny the exis-
tence of poverty in North
America, but it is often the
depth of our dependence on
this poverty that we chose to
ignore.
In their report on Urban
Poverty, the Canadian
Council of Social
Development states that in
Kitchener, 54% of families
under the poverty line are
single parent families.
More
than 37% of working' single
mothers earn less than $10
per hour, compared to 26%
for all employees.
It is a commonly held mis-
conception that poverty can
be alleviated with the intro-
duction of the increased min-
imum wage, which will con-
tinue to rise for the next few
years. The minimal increase
in minimum wage currently
planned may not be the solu-
tion. seeing as the poverty
line is well above what a full-
time minimum wage would
earn.
Companies' policies con-
tribute to the feminization of"
poverty. Unfortunately, in
our current economic struc-
ture, we all have a vested
interest in ensuring that the
poor remain poor. Most
places not only want to pay
women less but also want to
make sure that they can't get
out of poverty.
The major retail chain
Zellers recently limited the
scope of employee discounts
by making' these staff dis-
counts inapplicable to paper
products, such as diapers
and baby wipes, and food
items. Yes, the lowest price is
the law, as is the lowest liv-
ing* standards of single par-
ents who are just barely
above needing social assis-
tance. In all fairness, Zellers
pays above minimum wage,
although only in an effort to
preserve the non-union sta-
tus of its workers.
Because of the lack of sup-
port for single mothers with-
in the government, single
mothers will often work up
to three jobs to keep their
family away from the scruti-
ny of the social assistance
program. Just so you know,
abuse of social assistance is
4%; more people cheat on
their taxes every year than
abuse social assistance, yet
we aren't calling for harsher
tax regulations like we call
for crackdowns on single
mothers trying- to make a liv-
ing for themselves and their
children. Crackdowns on tax
evasion would give the gov-
ernment more money for
other programs but that
would mean the privileged
would have to be honest. Isn't
it easier to just shake our
fists at the women who need
our help?
Many people think that by
going to university they are
guaranteeing themselves a
moderately well paying job
at
the least. Most women think
this will save them from the
trap of domesticity and
poverty. Think again,
women. Twenty-five percent
of women under the poverty
line have post-secondary edu-
cation. Considering that 2.3
millionwomen in Canada are
living under the poverty line,
25% is not a small number.
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Homeworkers impoverished
Immigrant workers denied minimum wage standards and
pressured to work long hours when working from home
JOSALYN WIEBE
Cord Features
Poverty and the working-
class in Canada have become
an all too prevalent connec-
tion in today's society. As we
have come to realise,
Canada's minimum wage
(despite the recent increase)
does not cover the cost of
basic living' expenses. We
simply cannot associate the
poor with the lazy and unem-
ployed.
Idealistic attitudes put
aside, those working the
hardest are not necessarily
being rewarded based on
effort, and this is clearly
demonstrated when observ-
ing sweatshop conditions
experienced by a disturbing
number of homeworkers
right in our own Western
backyard.
As many as 40.000 home-
workers (mainly immigrant
women) are currently
employed in Canada and as
many as 6.000 are employed
in our province's capital,
Toronto. These women work
for as low as $3 per hour for
up to 12 hours per day.
Homeworkers are often
denied overtime, holiday and
vacation pay and are fired
and hired as production
schedules dictate. They have
no particular unions from
which to organise and
improve the conditions of
their work and so it seems to
be continuously deteriorat-
ing. And without affordable
childcare, many of these
women face few options but
to work these tireless hours
from their home so that they
can also take care of their
children.
Our corporate
society is
exploiting one of
the most
vulnerable groups
in the country.
Though the situation
remains terrible, groups like
UNITE (the Union of
Needletrades. Industrial and
Textile Employees) have been
fighting for the rights of
homeworkers through class
action suits and public pres-
sure for workers' rights in
Canada and the US.
Alexandra Dagg, co-director
of the UNITE Ontario Council
illustrated the severity of the
Canadian homeworker situa-
tion by telling
cleanclothes.org that "When
we talk about homeworkers,
we're talking about some of
the hardest working, most
poorly paid women in our
society. Many of them are
immigrants who feel power-
less in a new country." As
Dagg illustrates, our coz-po-
rate society is exploiting one
of the most vulnerable
groups in the country and in
doing so is forcing them to
just barely maintain their
current low economic status.
While working at home
may be the ideal career for
many in Canada, it is clear
that for some it is not a
choice based on ease and con-
venience. A Toronto home-
worker, Ching, told the
Maquila Solidarity Network,
"I know I'm being underpaid
but there is nothing I can do.
If I don't do the work, some-
one else will. The boss knows
where to get cheap labour."
Despite their incredible effort
and exploitation, these
women are amongst the most
impoverished in the country.
Contributed Photo
Workers endure horrendous conditions abroad. In Canada,
homeworkers suffer unreasonable deadlines and criminal wages.
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Roadtrip to Canada, eh?
Travelling outside the box doesn't limit you to Europe -
test out your very own backyard with a cross-country
tour of Canada and experience all it has to offer
CHERYL HAINES
Staff Writer
We live in a country bigger
than Europe, New Zealand
and the Caribbean combined.
Australia could fit inside our
country as well. Japan,
Thailand. Laos and Cambodia
could fit into Canadaentirely.
Our landscape is diverse, our
people are generally well
mannered and friendly and.
we have a sundry mix of cul-
tural sights, tastes and
sounds, all amidst the time-
honoured traditions of the
three oldest nations within
Canada.
Why then, do most young
citizens leave Canada on the
"backpacking backburner
5
while they sow their wild
oats and travel along the
globe's continents, looking
for freedom and adventure?
Most of us think of Europe,
the South Pacific, the
Caribbean, Southeast Asia or
Africa when pondering
places we would most like to
travel to during Reading
Week or after graduation,
before the 'real world' begins.
I would be the first person
to admit that I love a hot sun
and sandy beach in the mid-
dle of February, or that the
Old World cultures excite me.
Secondly, I have only been to
three Canadian provinces
outside of Ontario and am lit-
tle more than a second-class
citizen in the world of
Canadian travel. However,
this past week I spent an
amazing seven days in
Calgary. Banff and Canmore,
Alberta with two good
friends. The weather was
sunny and at least above five
degrees Celsius each day but
was nowhere near the 30
degree sunshine my sister
basked in in Mexico.
It is easy to feel
the lure of
international travel,
but Canada
emobdies some of
the most awesome
natural and
cosmopolitan
sights.
However, the weather was
the least of my concern. I
was too busy learning,
exploring and enjoying this
new, beautiful part of our
country I felt so proud of
myself, for not once did I feel
jealous for not being down in
the sunny south. This was
not the only time I have felt
this way. I recalled the same
feeling from when I first
spent a mid summer's week
in Quebec City or a few days
in Victoria, British Columbia.
It was a confusing experi-
ence, feeling like a foreigner,
exploring an unusual and yet
strangely familiar environ-
ment. I played the part of a
tourist while in the various
souvenir shops and bou-
tiques, and had somehow
unconsciously convinced
myself I was abroad, when I
suddenly opened my wallet
and found a Canadian twen-
ty-dollar bill. A currency
that was readily accepted and
familiar to the shop clerks.
Why? Yes my friends,
because I was in Canada.
Canada is so incompre-
hensibly huge and the major-
ity of us have seen very little
of it. It is very easy to feel the
lure of international travel,
but our country embodies
some of the most awesome
natural and cosmopolitan
sights to be seen. From coast
to coast our country varies in
texture and taste. The most
popular places to visit are the
big cities, but they are not the
only places to explore. The
small towns you will come
across while en route to
Winnipeg, Halifax or Regina
can sometimes end up being
the most interesting parts of
the journey.
From coast-to-coast
our country varies
in texture and
taste. Smaller
towns such as
Winnipeg and
Halifax will surprise
you.
As is true in most nations
across the world, the smaller
towns and or villages usually
characterize the most cus-
tomary and innocent aspects
of the country Thus, as
many travelers choose to
see
Europe and Asia, the best
war to see Canada is by train.
This war you can truly take
in the scenery and changing
landscapes, We should all
plan to take at least one trip
across Canada (not by plane).
There is so much more to our
country than Southern
Ontario, and few of us
(including myself until late)
have interest in seeing the
rest of Canada.
After ail
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wouldn't we all
wear our Canadian patches
decorating our backpacks
more proudly if we really
understood and experienced
everything Canadais and has
to offer, outside of our own
backyard? Contributed Photo
Cheryl Haines enjoys what Canada has to offer. Try it yourself.
Child of the Eighties Crossword
BY FRASER KING
Across:
1. The original videogame console.
4. Had a day off,
7. Middle name of Kung Fu Fighting
ariisf
8. Return of the Jedi planet
10. Skipping toy
15. Rifle of the USSR.
16. He-Man rival
17. Ma lib u Barbie maker
18. Type of bed
19. Slang greeting
20. Guiding Light character
21. Terrorist organization
22 Andropov, Soviet leader
24. Froot Loops mascot's species
25. Insult
27 -Pack foods
30. 99 Red Baiioons artist
32. Talking car show
Down:
1. Mr. T's show
2. Toy truck maker
3. Geek roleplaying game
5. Steve of Family Matters
6. Nurse abb rev.
9. What AIDS did in the 80s
10. Saskatchewan abbrev.
11. Illinois abbrev.
12 . (J abri e I
13. Ro cky's Eth ni c ity
14 Basil,, Rickey artist
16. Stallone's nickname
21. John Me lien camp middle name
22 do that on T. V. [2 wrds.]
23. Type of cats
26. Return of the Jedi creature
28 -Piunk, game
29. Slang word for interesting
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AskKate...
DearKate,
I've been in a relationship
with my boyfriend off and on
for 3 years. At the beginning
things were perfect and we
got along great. But as a year
past things
became different
and he snowed less interest
and time for me. Whenever I
would bring this up to him he
says things are fine. We broke
up for a month but he came
back and apologized and
promised to be different. We
got back together and he did-
n't change. When we went
away to different university's
we decided to see other ppl.
Recently he came and apolo-
gized and we got back togeth-
er again, but he is acting the
same as before. How do i
break this cycle and move on
The never-ending-cycle
Dear Never-Ending-Cycle,
This is the typical way that
high school flames end -
sadly. Change is extremely
difficult, obviously you and
your boyfriend are having
difficulty understanding and
embracing change. You need
to chalk this up as good
experience and never forget
the love that you experienced
together. However, to pay
homage to my favourite tele-
vision show, Sex and the
City, a relationship is like
good couture, when it fits its
incredible - when it doesn't
its just awful. People often
get into situations where
they experience something
great for a few months and
then when it isn't so great
anymore they carry on for a
year or more
trying to get those original
feelings back. You are trying
to make a size six dress fit
your size four frame!
Okay, breaking the cycle:
You are lucky there is a
physical distance between
you. Not being in the same
city can only help the heal-
ing process. MSN is bad. And
don't tell me you guys don't
spend hours on messenger
arguing yourselves into
oblivion. To rid yourself of
this problem, block him. Not
because you are forcing him
out of your life but because
nothing that can be accom-
plished on msn can't be
accomplished over the tele-
phone or in person. If you
have something to say you
will have to dial the number
or drive to the University of
Whatever in order to talk.
What this will do is stop you
from using him to deal with
things you can do on your
own, making decisions, com-
plaining and most impor-
tantly moving on.
You mentioned that every
time you say things need to
change he tells you things
are 'fine' since when are we
looking for a relationship
that is 'fine'? I would much
rather be happy on my own
than doing fine with some-
one else. Tell him it is not
him and its not you but
together there is nothing left
for you guys. One mistake I
have caught people making
in the past is in attempt to
remain friends they allow
their exes to be privy to the
details of their new dating
lives. I recommend strongly
that you draw some bound-
Aries, he doesn't need to
know about that guy from
your psychology class that
you have a crush on nor does
he need to know that you
and your girlfriends went to
a kegger with a bunch of
guys you met at the bar the
night before. He also doesn't
need to know that you miss
him and feel lonely.
Breaking this cycle
means starting a new one, a
cycle that allows for change
and spontaneity you are
young and clearly ready to
move on. Take the plunge,
trust me you will feel
refreshed when you are
finally able to let go of that-
sinking lifeboat that is your
relationship.
Always, Kate.
Answers
for
iH+IT
Ajonjqaj
Weekly Bad drawing
By Pete Cram
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTVOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The library is doing a comprehensive review process which will lead
evetualy to an evaluation by external reviewers. To gather input from
undergraduates, the Library is conducting focus groups, March 1, 2 and 3.
Times and locations for Undergraduate Focus Groups
March 1, 2004 4:00 p.m. Ist Floor Library Meeting room
March 2, 2004 11:00 a.m. Ist Floor Library Meeting room
March 3, 2004 2:00 p.m. Ist Floor Library Meeting room
Refreshments will be provided
If you are interested in taking part in one of these focus groups, please
sign up at the Circulation Desk,
or email rmacneil@wlu.ca (Ruth MacNeil - Library)
Free, confidential health
advice from people
who are actually qualified
to give it.
Horoscope
Week of February 26 - March 3
Happy Birthday
Pisces!
After working* hard at work
or on various projects you
will be able to celebrate your
accomplishments. A big cele-
bration for your birthday
would be appropriate. It's
time to unwind for a while.
Don't hesitate to go have fun.
Aries
March 21 - April I 9
Despite some of the chal-
lenges you've had to over
come you will be able to cele-
brate your achievements with
much pride. Lots of g-ood
thing's are going to start hap-
pening: you just have to sit
back and wait for the events
to happen.
Luckiest day: March 2.
Taurus
April 20 - May 20 J J|
You are going to be chal-
lenged on several issues this
week. Try to listen to the
other side's point of view
before you react. However, if
-someone is trying to do some-
thing to change the way you
think, don't hesitate to hold
your ground on that issue.
Luckiest day: February 27..
Gemini
May 21 - June 21
A creative change is about to
take place. Something you've
been doing for awhile is
going to have a new twist to
it. Only good things will
occur from any changes com-
ing into your life. People will
admire you for what you've
accomplished.
Luckiest day: February 28.
Cancer
June 22 - July 22
You will have to stand firm
on an issue. Someone will be
questioning you and your
methods. Make sure you
explain yourself clearly.
When starting* something-
new intend to go into it the
way you wish to come out.
Luckiest day: February 28.
Leo
July 23 - August 22
You will be starting some-
thing new. Try to put a cre-
ative twist on whatever you
do and things will happen a
lot easier. Don't turn your
back on issues such as solv-
ing a problem or resolving a
situation. You must get to the
bottom of things.
Luckiest day: February 26.
Virgo ||j||
August 23 - September 23 S|§£&b?s
You are going to be doing'
something totally new. Try
and learn something about
the new situation you are
going to get involved in so
you don't look naive
once you
start. Help is always available
if you need it; don't hesitate
to ask.
Luckiest day: February 27.
Libra
September 24 - October 22
You are going to have to deal
with numerous situations at
work or school. People seem
to be quarrelling around you
all the time and they want
you to fix their problems. If
at all possible try and avoid
any involvement with others'
issues.
Luckiest day: February 28.
Scorpio v A<
October 23-November 21 W'% &. >
Don't hesitate to take the time
to enjoy your surroundings.
You have worked hard to
achieve you possessions and
what good are they if you
don't use them? It's time to
spoil yourself. You need some
time to relax and think.
Luckiest day: February 28.
Soqiftorius ft' ftl
November 22 - December 21
All of your hard work is
going- to start to pay off.
People will admire you for
what you have done and
respect your plans. Don't
refuse any gifts over the next
while; there are a lot of inter-
esting events that are going
to start happening.
Luckiest day: February 27.
Capricorn
December 22 - January 19
_
I
You must keep working away
at everything" that is going on,
either with projects at school
or work you cannot
start
falling behind. Lots of new
things are going to start hap-
pening to you whether you're
ready for them or not.
Luckiest day: March 1.
Aquarius
January 20 - February 1 9
You have to start looking
toward the future and what
you want to achieve. Once
you make a firm decision on
what you want, things are
going to start happening to
you without any effort
on
your part. Make sure you
write down your goals.
Luckiest day: February 25.
Pisces
February 20 - March 20
A friendship or relationship
is going to start taking the
steps to the next level. Make
sure you
are communicating
exactly what you want to
your friends or to your part-
ner. You are not sending off
the obvious signals you think
you have been.
Luckiest day: February 27.
Daniel Roth is ci journalism
graduate of Conestoga College
and is currently a
Communica I ion Siadies
student at Wilfrid Laarier. He
has studied Astrology and
other topics of that genrefor
almost ten years.
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New Releases on Ezra Ave...
• New 4 & 5 Bedroom suites
• Great Location (300' to campus)
• Large common areas and bedroom
• High speed internet/cable in each bedroom
• Free Parking
• First come first serve
Student*
n
Students living the
hOUSeS ,C 3 way it shouldbe! jf | |[i [-J
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Interested? Pick up an application!
Student Publications office
3rd Floor FNCC
wilbur.mcle3n@wlusp.com
834-0710 ext 3563
It's a Sale
HH Mon: i pm-6pm
Tues-Thurs: 10 am-7pm
Fri: ioam-Bpm
Sat: ioam-6pm
Sun: i2pm-spm
Linux Specialist
• LG 52 X CDRW $45
• LG 8 X DVD+/-RW $159
• P4 System - 3.0 GHZ, 2X256 DDR,
120G Total, ASUS P4 800, Black Case,
Black LG 17", 128 MB Tl 4200 $1179
www.bestekpc.ca
KW: 69 Lodge St. 883-8488 Camb: 449 King St. 653-3940
; Summer
Employment Opportunities
\ Laurier Career Services
I
the cornerstone of a great career
o
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A different McDeal™
Everyday $1-69
' •;*» •' WBffllWi -■* ./•*-- :-■■ ■ ■ r•■ I | •■•-■.- ■ m -
*Noi valid with any otheroffer. At participating McDonald's
Restaurants in Ontario. ©2004 McDonald's Restaurants of Canada limited.For the exclusive use of McDonald's Restaurants of CanadaLtd. and its franchisees.
„
I j Presents:
""
-<x»
U N I V E R S I TVINWH^^M
fyf/A \y 125 King St. West l/jKAfI
112/ Ilit Jm Downtown Kitchener ■
If 112 INFO: 519.743-5657 I
- FREE ALL NIGHT BUSSING beginning@6:3opm
-NO LINE UP FOR ALL.
- NO COVER and V.I.P treatment for ALL LADIES,
WATER BUFFALOES and other V.i.P'S
- FREE lb. of wings with the purchase of any drink!
- HIP HOP/HOT HITS @ The Wax
- LIVE MUSIC in The Stili Bar & Grill
-OPEN MIC 7-10
-LIVE BAND 10-CLOSE
WLU bus pick ups: Comer of Hazel & University, corner of King & Marshall. ■
U of W bus pick up: University & Phiftip (Mongolian Grill Plaza)
To book your open mic slot V.I.P, Door-2-Door bussing or
call: DANIEL @ 519 575 0095
Laurier Career Services
offers students:
|- T ~j
• Access to over 300 potential employers
• Jobpostings for all disciplines and locations
available electronically and in Career Services 112 n
• Assistance with your resume and job search
Contact Career Services for more information,
tel: (519) 884-0710 ext. 4194 }
or drop by 232 King Street (across from the A. C.)
www. wlu. ca/career
Entertainment
Who's gonna own an Oscar?
Predictions and postulations: Dedicated Film student Brad
Skelton examines Hollywood's devious machinations and
cinematic triumphs as the Academy Awards draw near
BRAD SKELTON
Staff Writer
With the Oscars approaching
and the hype machine begin-
ning to roll, it's a perfect time
to offer my opinions on the
forthcoming- hooplah. I'll try
to go through all the top cat-
egories, highlighting those
people who should win and
those who will win.
Best Supporting Actress
Every year the Oscars seem
to throw in at least one big
surprise in an acting catego-
ry, and since there isn't a
strong frontrunner for
Supporting Actress, this
award is up for grabs. It may
go to Patricia Clarkson for
Pieces ofApril since Clarkson
has garnered a great deal of
respect lately for her consis-
tently solid work in inde-
pendent films (her perform-
ance in a wonderful movie
called The Station Agent could
also just as easily have gotten
her a nomination). Or the
award could go to Renee
Zellweger since she won the
Golden Globe and has been
nominated three times now
in as many years.
But I'm willing to wager
that the Oscar will go to
Holly Hunter, whose work as
the frustrated mother trying
to understand her increas-
ingly hostile daughter in
Thirteen was phenomenal.
Hunter brings real and com-
plex emotions to her role and
it is a better choice for the
award than Zellweger's
flashy turn in Cold Mountain
which seems too calculating,
as though it were designed to
get award nominations.
Johnny Depp's work
in Pirates of the
Caribbean was
hilarious, but
ultimately too
inconsequential to
give him the award.
Best Actor
This category is a toss-up for
me, but let's start by eliminat-
ing those who won't win. Ben
Kingsley, great actor that he
is. will have to be content
with a nomination. Johnny
Depp was hilarious in an oth-
erwise mediocre film, so it is
sort of fun that he's gotten
some Oscar attention, but
even though his work in
Pirates of the Caribbean con-
tains brilliance it is ultimate-
ly too inconsequential to jus-
tify giving him the award.
And jnde Law simply should
not have been nominated (his
nomination should have gone
to Russell Crowe for Master
and Commander).
So, on Oscar night it will
come down to Bill Murray for
Lost in Translation and Sean
Penn for Mystic River, Both
actors are amazing in the
respective films, and in
Murray's case his work rep-
resents the best of his career.
Penn, on the other hand, is
thought to be the best actor
of his generation and an
Oscar for him has been a
long time in coming - he has
been overlooked before, but
not this time. Look for Penn
to win, but Murray is the
dark horse in this race.
Best Supporting Actor
The most obvious choice here
is also the best one: Tim
Bobbins for Mystic River, He
will win the Oscar, Berneio
Del Toro is excellent in 21
Grams, Ken Watanabe pro-
vides a strong physical pres-
ence and an intriguing philo-
sophical streak in The Last
Samurai and Alec Baldwin
does some of the best work of
his career in The Cooler, but
the award belongs to
Robhins, His turn as the
wounded and confused adult
survivor of an intense child-
hood trauma will not escape
the Academy's attention.
Best Actress
All of the nominees here are
deserving, and it is a particu-
larly pleasant surprise that
the Academy chose to nomi-
nate the 13 year old Keislia
Castle-Hughes for Whale
Rider - her performance is
one of the best I've ever seen
from a child actor and she
has an incredibly convincing
presence on screen.
Diane
Keaton might also be award-
ed for Something's Gotta Give
(in the Academy's eyes
this
would double as a lifetime
achievement award). Naomi
Watts was very effective in
21
Grams and most critics feel
she was unfairly overlooked
a few years back for her ter-
rific work in Mulholland
Drive, so the award might go
to her. And of course there is
Samantha Morton (In
America). a personal
favourite of mine, who is sim-
ply one of the best actresses
out there right now.
In the end. however, the
Oscar will go to Cliarlize
Theron for Monster, and
deservedly so. Theron's per-
formance as convicted serial
killer Aileen Wuornos is one
of the most astonishing*
examples of an actor disap-
pearing- into their character
that you are ever likely to
see. and the empathy she
shows for Wuornos is praise-
worthy. The award is hers
already.
Best Screenplay
In the Original Screenplay
category I'm guessing' that
Lost in Translation has a lock
on the award. Unfortunately,
the film is unlikely to win for
any of the other categories it
has gotten nominations in,
but the film is so highly
regarded that Sofia Coppola
will not leave the Oscar cere-
mony empty handedand this
will be the place for the
Academy to recognize her
observant, superbly written
screenplay.
For the Adapted
Screenplay Brian Helgeland
will almost certainly win for
Mystic River, adapted from
Dennis Lehane's novel. But if
the Academy is really smart,
they will g-ive this award to
the Brazilian Gangster epic
Cidade de Deus (which trans-
lates as City of God). The
Academy ignored this movie
last year when it could have
potentially been nominated
for Best Foreign Language
Film, but they've made up for
it this year by giving- City of
God nominations for
Screeuplay, Cinematography.
Editing, and for director
Fernando Meirelles. It would
be great if City of God could
get at least one award.
Best Director
I'd be kidding myself if I said
that anyone other than Peter
Jackson is going to win this
award. The entire Lord of the
Rings trilogy is quite an
achievement in terms of film-
making craft, so with all of
the work Jackson put into
this project it is only fair that
he get the Oscar. Still, as
much as I admire the scope of
Jackson's interpretation of
Tolkien's novels, I do not con-
sider them great films, so I
must admit that I liked the
films of the other nominated
directors much better. In par-
ticular, I think Fernando
Meirelles is deserving of the
Oscar since City of God is
heads and tails above any of
the Best Picture nominees
and could have been Best
Picture of this (or any other)
year.
Best Picture
Seabiscuit doesn't stand a
chance, but Lost in
Translation, Master and
Commander and Mystic River
are all terrific movies and
each of them in their
own
way
deserves the Oscar. We
all know that The Lord of the
Rings: The Return of the King
will win Best Picture, howev-
er. and it will probably sweep
through most of the technical
categories. Expect Peter
Jackson and his collabora-
tors to go home with at least
six or seven of the awards
they've been nominatedfor.
As for some of the smaller
categories, expect them to go
like this: Best Documentary
will almost certainly go to
Errol Morris' The Fog of War,
Best Animated Feature will
go to one of last year's high-
est grossing films, Finding
Nemo (although The Triplets
ofBelleville would be a quirky
choice and no less deserving
of the award), and Best
Foreign Language Film will
go to an audience favourite
(and winner of several
awards at last year's Cannes
Film Festival) The Barbarian
Invasions, written and direct-
ed by Denis Arcand from
Quebec.
Contributed Photo
Academy Award winners will be given the option to 'Super-size'
their statues and get a free order of fries with every nomination
Contributed Photo
As seen in this picture, only the
coolest people go to the Oscars
Rheostatics kicking off Reading Week
If you were vacationing in the tropics or just spending a
romantic Valentines Day with your housepets, you
missed out on a damn good show here in Waterloo
JULIAN ALBRECHT
Cord Entertainment
Even though I knew very lit-
tle about the actual
Rheostatics catalogue, I was
more than interested in
checking- them out when they
brought their brand of
obscure, Canadiana-infused
art rock to Waterloo on
Valentines Day.
Guitarist Dave Bidini has
written a couple of fascinat-
ing- books, one of which made
me fall in love with hockey
all over again and another
which currently makes me
want to road trip across
Canada in a band. I had to let
him sign my newest copy of
one of his works. Hey, I've
gotten into artists for worse
reasons.
The band opened to a
capacity crowd of rather
diverse ages with "Self Serve
Gas Station", one of the few
tracks I actually knew before-
hand. Lead singer and gui-
tarist Martin Tielli's impres-
sive vocal range was on dis-
play through "Rain Rain
Rain", a childish sounding
art rock song that also man-
aged to show off his guitar
ehops. The price of admission
was nearly worth it just to
watch Tielli work his various
guitars and effects pedals
into his near-trademark glee-
ful solos and random bursts
of noise.
The band also showed off
their collective musical skills,
many times literally playing-
musical chairs by switching
who played drums, bass and
keyboard throughout various
songs. Bidini was all over the
stage during the energetic
songs, bounding across the
small Starlight stage to the
point where he actually man-
aged to unplug- his guitar
from its amp. The set closer
"Feed Yourself was one of
the highlights of the night, a
The price of
admission was worth
it to watch Tielli
work his guitar and
effects pedals into
gleeful solos
roiling*, menacing- and
effects-laden epic which left
the band sweating- by the
time they left the stage.
"Four Little Songs" was
emblematic of the
Rheostatics, one song con-
taining vastly different parts
during the verses but featur-
ing* a similar chorus.
In this case, they threw in
a cover of The Who's "My
Generation" and Pink Floyd's
"Breathe". "Horses" ended
the first encore with Tielli's
g'uitar mimicking' a horses
scream. The final song' was
"Bread, Meat, Peas and Rice",
a folk song' which the
band
brought back to the bar in
the lounge area, led by Bidini
alone 011 the acoustic guitar
and fans who were brought
into the circle to dance with
band members.
Thank God for the
Starlight Lounge. I hate to
think of all the excellent
shows in the past that
I
missed in previous years
because Waterloo had no suit-
able venues. I'm quite lucky
that I managed to catch this
one.
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Assembling mix CDs with optimum radness
Chris
Collie
Senior
Mixmaster
It's always been amazing- to
me
how strong of a role that
music plays in the making- of
a rad event.
It's simply aston-
ishing how interconnected
the 'rad-meter' of any given
socializing situation can be
swayed back and forth by the
powers of a
solid mix CD, or
heaven forbid, a ridiculously
bad one. I've been witness to
embarrassingly mediocre cot-
tage parties that metamor-
phasize into wild dance floor
throw-downs immediately
after a solid mix CD gets
tossed on. I can also recall
excruciatingly boring drives
within this province where
the tunes pouring out of the
car's speakers transformed
the ride from a mundane
drive into a wild visualization
of how cool the scene would
look in a Sundance indie
film,
And to this day. I'm still
obsessed with 'The Perfect
Drug' by Nine Inch Nails,
mainly because I first heard
the song while driving in Los
Angeles. Just think of all
those great house parties
you've been to in which a
room full of drunken and
same-minded individuals
jumped up and down,
spilling beer all over every-
thing and rapping out the
chorus to 50-Cent's In Tha
Club' or screaming along to
'Mable' by Goldfinger (when
the lyrics can be remem-
bered).
The occasion just cements
these songs into your perma-
nent identity. And it's great
because the vibe is always
exponentially raised. What
would the cottage weekend be
without the Hip? Or what
would the summer backyard
be without the Blink? And
really now. what would the
hungover drive home be
without the Dashboard light-
ly mending your tortured
liver? Let's hope we never
have to answer such ques-
tions.
I've been witness to
embarrassingly
mediocre cottage
parties that change
into wild dance floor
throw-downs with a
solid mix CD
Tossing in the other view-
point here, bad mix CDs can
also solicit the opposite effect
on your vibe as I'm sure most
of you can attest to. Ever
been at a cottage where some
nitwit individual finds it bril-
liant to blast Eminem at three
in the morning, with the
ghetto-blaster of your discon-
tent throwing out layers of
profanity and aggressive ten-
dencies across the moonlit
lake? Or have you ever been
stuck in a car with a group of
people who are getting down
with bands such as Lifehouse
just a little 'too' hard and are
in serious need of a listening
adjustment? I have, and these
occasions showcase the polar
opposite 'vibe-destroying'
attributes of music selection
and how only those with the
utmost sensibilities for the
DJ-ing art should be allowed
stereo access.
As mentioned by John
Cusack in High Fidelity, mix-
tape assembly (later to be
vehemently replaced by the
mix CD) requires the utmost
of skill, and definitely is not
to be taken lightly by the Top
40 crowd. To this day, my
gigantic mix CD collection is
a testament to my attempts at
mastering this task. It still
blows me away at how many
memories come flooding- back
every time
I toss on mix CDs
I made specifically for past
situations. I mainly remem-
ber having extreme difficulty
making the song selection on
those CDs appeal to all music
tastes and come to think of it,
I still suffer from that.
On a final note though, if
you like the heavy stuff and
feel like tilting the rad-meter
positively for your next shin-
dig mix CD, the new disc
from Every Time I Die kills it.
Contributed Photo
What would convert this quaint shack into a rockin' cottage site for
rampant alcohol and drug abuse? A killer mix CD, thafs what!
HEARSAY
The list of producers who
have made a successful jump
to rapping is a short one
indeed. Diamond D is often
heralded as 'the best produc-
er on the mic
5
,
but with
College Dropout, Kanye West
has certainly proven he is the
heavyweight champ in this
category.
To be honest, I was not
expecting much in terms of
substance from Kanye's
debut. However, this hungry
Chieagoan has proved my
original thoughts completely
wrong, dropping an album
that can be summed up in one
word: incredible. Obviously it
was a foregone conclusion
that Kanye would come cor-
rect in the beats department
as his discography speaks for
itself. Surprisingly, after
numerous platinum hits pro-
ducing for rap heavyweights
Jay-Z and Talib Kweli.
the area where Kanye really
shines is on the mic. He
seems to feel and understand
the unique nuances of his
own beats, using his discern-
ing ear to croon ever so
smoothly over each track 011
the album.
He raps iutrospectively
and critically, espousing his
beliefs on religion, the cur-
rent rap scene, and most
notably, his recent brush
with death after a devastat-
ing' car accident. Kanye's car
accident left him with a
severely broken jaw and pro-
vided the fodder for his cur-
rent chart topper, "Through
the Wire". However, nowhere
on the album does Kanye rap
more powerfully than on the
track "Never Let Me Down".
With Jay-Z sharing' the mic
on this soulfully produced
track, it's entirely possible
that Kanye saved his best
material in order to measure
up to his Roc-A-Fella boss.
Kanye jumps from heavy
issues with such ease that it's
a shame lie didn't pick up the
microphone two years ago.
Other solid tracks include "2
Words" featuring Mos Def
and Freeway, and "Get 'Em
High" with Talib Kweli and a
very hungry-sounding
Common. The Kanye pro-
duced smash 'Slow Jamz'
with Twista has also helped
propel Twista's album to
number one in the country
and the song is also included
on College Dropout.
With someone like
Kayne West being
passed the torch, it's
easy to see how
Jay-Z can feel
comfortable with his
retirement plans.
It's fairly clear that the
rap community is in a wilder-
ness of sorts these days but
with someone like Kanye
West being passed the prover-
bial torch, it's easy to see how
Jay-Z can feel comfortable
with his retirement plans. If
Kanye can make a, habit of
dropping' masterpieces
like
this once a year, he will
assume the throne of the rap
kingdom and relegate many
other notable emcees to noth-
ing- more than afterthoughts.
AJ Iafrate
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glasses or contacts... [Jyy ONE Get
details in store.
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EYEGLASSES OR CONTACTS
Buy one complete pair of eyeglasses
or soft contact lenses at regular
price, and get a second pair FREE.
■nMPMVMVngPHB One Hour service on most
glasses and contact lenses.
1 50 University Ave. W.
Campus Court Plaza,
(corner of Philip and University)
2004
TheBombshelter&
FEDSUVEPresents
Warsawpack'
77 March 5
dj'y Fusion of Hip Hop Jazz and Rock
/ * http://www.warsawpack.com
Battle of Bands
Manhl2
$2*
Anxious Blue' 77 March
19
J|}5* Urban Acoustic
Soul
no sign-in policy for WLU students
Tickets available at the Feds Office, SLC or \
HMV (150 University Ave W) (519) /V \
FedS www.feds.ca \
nHH rraam o> Swmbs \ i
Mocking Europe one more time
ERIC CHOW
Staff Writer
Scott Meehlowicz has recent-
ly graduated front high
school. Following his gradu-
ation, his long-time girl-
friend (Kreuk) dumps him.
Feeling depressed, he drinks
himself into a, stupor at his
friend's graduation, party. It
is also at this time that his
German pen-pal, Mieke,
sends an email request to
meet him in America.
However, being' the drunken
idiot that lie is at that partic-
ular moment in time, he
believes Mieke is a guy and
rudely declines the offer.
Upon his epiphany (sobering-
up), he realizes that Mieke is
actually a hot German girl so
he begins a 'Euro road trip'
with a few friends to try and
locate his dream girl. As they
travel across Europe, the
four friends come across one
comical misadventure after
another.
Academic Value
Throughout this film
there were many gags
regarding European culture.
There was one skit that
involved the Catholic faith,
more specifically the 'death
5
of the Catholic papacy. But
what is it? Do anyone other
than ordained priests know-
how the papacy structure
work? The Catholic faith rec-
ognizes that death is
inevitable. But what happens
when the Pope passes on?
What happens then? A meet-
ing' of all cardinals must take
place within ten days of the
passing and each cardinal
gets one vote to select a new
pope. After all the ballots
have been counted and no
new pope has been selected,
the ballots are burned with a
chemical that produces black
smoke, which signifies no
selection. But if a new pope is
selected, the ballots are
burned without any additives
and will produce a white
smoke.
The gags are quite
refreshing and take a
much 'cleaner'
approach to
satirizing certain
overseas cultures
Who you should see it with?
Invite your foreign lan-
guage TA. Otherwise, bring
the buddies who you back-
packed through the danger-
ous streets of Waterloo with!
My Take
At first glance, Eurotrip
seems very similar to another
movie that the producers of
this film had previously
done, Hoacl Trip, In all hon-
esty, this film is uracil more
hilarious than their previous
work. The gags are definitely
refreshing and take a much
'cleaner" approach to satiriz-
ing certain cultures which
results in side-splitting
laughter. There were
instances where I thought I
was crying" but being* the
masculine man that I am, I
soon realized that it was in
actuality the result of me
laughing so ridiculously
hard. The addition of British
soccer hooligans poked clean
fun at the underground
world of soccer fanatics.
Vinny Jones provided a very
'real' performance of a soccer
hooligan, which I bet was
very difficult for him. The
"presentation of the eccentric
French and Italians were
hard to forget. And the per-
fect timing for the inclusion
of David Hasselhoff could not
have come any better. But in
the end, this film was really a
romantic' comedy in the
shell of a comedy. The love
scenes were sappy but not too
cheesy However, the T & A as
well as the enormous
amounts of sexual content
more than made up for that
sappiness.
Cheeky Fact
Did you know that David
Hasselhoffs North American
singing' career never took off
because of OJ? It's true!
Hasselhoffs record
company
had originally planned for
his music career launch to be
nationally televised on the
fateful day that OJ decided to
have a "road trip' of his own
in a white Bronco.
Contributed Photo
Eurotrip demonstrates American citizens' potential to shock and
impress foreign cultures despite their tendencies to be jackasses
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Australian in Character, Internationalin Perspective
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Bond
University is Australia's first private non-profit University with a national and international
reputation in specialized academic areas. With the favourable exchange rate, accelerated
study options and a magnificent, warm coastal climate on Queensland's Gold Coast,now
is the perfect time to consider doing your degree in Australia.
Bond University has consistently ranked Number One in national surveys for graduate satisfaction
and teaching quality (Graduate Careers Council ofAustralia: 1996*2002).
Bond University features:
\7l The smallest class sizes on average in
Australia (Student to Academic Staff ratio of
10:1). Individualand personalized education
El Flexible Tri-Semester Academic Calendar. Start your degreein January, May or
September
G3 State ofthe art Information Technology, Sporting andAccommodation facilities
S3 Discretionary admissions. Australian law schools have no LSAT requirements
23 Professional degrees for undergraduates (LLB) and graduates (JD)
Study for a Post Grad or Under Grad Degree in Business, Humanities ft Social Sciences, Law,
Information Technology and Health Sciences.
TWO Special Information Seminars - No Cover Charge
Venue : Holiday inn, Onkvilie Venue : University of Toronto, OISF (Ortnrio
institute for Studies in Education),
Room 77. 11
Date : Sunday 29 February, Date : Wednesday 3 March
Time : 2 pm Time : 1,30 pm
Address ; 590 Argus Road, OakviHe Address ; Oise Building, Second Floor,
Corner of Bloor and St Gaorge
Telephone : 905-84? <5000 Telephone : 416-923-6641
Guest Speaker: Helen Armrtage,Study Abroad and Exchange Recruitment Officer,
from Bond University. High School and University Students Welcome.
* For more information please contact:
'•>£*1 hcler.amvtageig'bond.etiuau
'■
nTM['"""'tr"i*
f$ ' \i:
i
K.O.M. Consultants, CANADA.
www.bond.edu.au
(HUIK : 00017:)
Are you 19 yet?
All Ages University Night
Every Tuesday from 7 p.m. - close
@
fDOOLTSI
good times, good friends
EXTRA BONUS: Students pay for one hour get
the 2nd hour FREE Tuesdays from open to close
Note: University or College ID required if under the age of 19,
35 University Ave, E.
Waterloo, ON
N2J2V9
(519)885-1436
vww.doolysvraterloo.com
IMPORTANT NOTICE
CONCERNING REGISTRATION
From the Office of the Registrar
To select courses for next year, continuing students must use
Laurier's Online Registration and Information System (LORIS)
during June and July. In order to use LORIS in the summer,
students must confirm in March that they are continuing in their
current program or they must select a new program.
Use LORIS between March 1 and April 10
to confirm or select your program for next year. To see
instructions concerning the use of LORIS for program
confirmation or selection, go to www.wlu.ca and click on "On-line
Program Selection."
Students are urged to seek academic counselling during March.
Check your Laurier e-mail account regularly for official messages
from the University
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>Somehow Hollow: Feb. 27 @ Shadow
>The Trews: Mar. 5 @ Fiddler's Green
>Paneino: Mar. 5 @ The Circus Room
>Warsawpaek: Mar. 5 @ Bombshelter (UW)
>Proclaimers: Mar. 12 @ Fiddler's Green
>Ryan Malcolm. (Canadian Idol guy): Mar. 15
@ Centre in the Square
>Mad Caddies: Mar. 16 @ Trasheteria
>Tom Jones: Mar. 19 @ Centre in the Square
>Anxious Blue: Mar. 19 @ Bombshelter
>Martin Tielli w/ Two Minute Miracles: Mar. 24
@ Starlight
■=' Weekly Lyrics
urfhe 'Atlantic was born today and ill tetTyou fow:
the clouds above opened up and let it out.
1 was stand ing on tfe surface of a perforated sphere
when tfe waterfilled every hole.
'Andthousands
upon thousands
made an ocean,
making islands where no isCat id shouldgo.
Oh n0..."
Do you know these murder taxi for beautiful lyrics? Sing
them in the shower perhaps? Be the first to send an email
with the song and artist name to wluentertainment@yahoo.ca
and I'll put your name in the next issue, plus you'll get a free
CD that the nice record labels haven't been giving to me!
Last week:.
A large transparent frog by the name of Mr. Pickles correct-
ly guessed that last-last week's lyrics were from the Dixie
Chicks' "Top of the World", which is actually just some ripoff
cover. Draw the best picture of Mr. Pickles to win the new
Norah Jones CD! (or another choice) All judging is final.
- Chris, 'Entertainment 'Editor
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1 4/5 Rooms for Sublet Part-Time Work CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS
Female Roommate Wanted
ySjl jk*Regina St. N. Female only, for Paid part-time support worker Children's sleep-away eamp.
At 4-262 Regina St. Great location.
ills summer, 2 bathrooms, free park- positions available in various resi- Northeast Pennsylvania (6/18
- Share with 3 girls. New building, 2
Four Bedroom House ing/laundry, fully furnished, newly dential settings for individualswith 8/15/04)
If you love
children and full bathrooms, laundry, parking.
May to Mav rental. Close to WLU
renovated, spacious, 5 minute walk developmental challenges. Every want a caring,
fun environment we cable/phone jacks. May lease. Call
and uptown. $385 each plus utili-
from WLU, $300 + utilities, contact: second weekend and/or relief need female staff as Directors
and Mary-Ellen 746-3731.
ties. No smokers or loud music
880-8776, Laura or Asha. hours. Generally 8 or 12 hour
Instructors for: Tennis. Golf.
Phone 584-7531 and leave mes-
shifts - Experience an asset. Send Gymnastics Swimming,
Hlmi
sage.
Bedroom Condo for Rent resume to Don Mader c/o K-W Watersknng, Sailing, Team Sports, I■■ |JB % w •••'
May 1/04 to Apr 30/05. Close to Habilitation Services. 108 Sydney Cheerlcading, Ropes,
■■,
Need Storage (Waterloo) University.
Great condition. Street South Kitchener, ON, N2G Camping/Nature Drama,
Video,
FnrPVPr
Indoor all sizes $29.95. $39.95,
includcs §as fireplace, A/C, 2V2 Minimum 8 month committ- Ceramics, Sculpture.
Batik orever
$44 Q5 call Harrv KW Safe Storage fridge/stove/dishwasher, full laun- ment.
Silkscreen, Guitar. Jewelery, Always be together,
570-0985 ilrare Avenue S diy, deck, garage. Call Bob @ 888-
Piano. Photography. Aerobics. Through good or
bad weather.
Waterloo 7103 and refer Condo #25. Martial Arts. Interviews March 20. Break us up never!!!
— Leadership Travel Opportunities Apply on-line at www.eampwayne
FRIENDS FOREVER
Rooms for Rent
Flexible Lease Children's International Summer girls.com or call 1-516-889-3217.
- -
—
Two rnnms fnr rpni in hnnsp nn
Two rooms in renovated house with Villages has adult leadership travel
Stevie Wonder,
Sunview St. May - May lease. $390
character. Friendly, warm, and opportunities to Finland. Brazil. M / Js
Uiere any any^hoirus. any
nins utilities Parkino i a „nrinr peaceful atmosphere. Much nicer Austria and India. Candidates |»nf
melody that some artist did not
IU >he average student house. must be 21 yrs. or older a„d have .0V d
Call Jack or Melanle at 884-2783.
»360/month. silkath@hotmall.com an Interest in peace education cul-
cameo on The Cosby Show_
or 570-3621. ture, children and fun. Roommate Wanted
SW Club
2/3 Rooms for Sublet
Applications must be submitted by Roommate wanted
for May 1.
Excellent sublets available in
Summer Sublet Febuary 29/04. CISV is a non- 2004. One spacious
bedroom in
nuiet/clean hnilHinu fnr 9nr i hpH
One big room (bachelor) fully fur- profit, volunteer organization. For two bedroom apartment
in Single white female
room' units rented at «wlnth nished. with big balcony, 2 minute more information call Sandra at
Richmond squares. Laundry facili- Searching for a single professor in
inch ,sivp fnr P ntirP , nit nr cpn hp walk to WLU (137 University Ave.
576-0989 or email info@cisvwater- ties, pool, squash court, gym, and the entire faculty
of Wilfrid Laurier
rented by the room at $275
Call West) Rent: $300 (negotiable) All loo.org/ billiards all in inclu- Universi^
how to run
WO OH at 747-797R
facilities included + cable. Contact sive. Call Robin 888-6759.
the computer consoles in the
' '
•
' Narges (519)722-8945. classrooms. Yes, you do need to
M
j
c.ntpmhpr Rontaic
Teach English Overseas Roommate Needed
turn off the lights in order for us
Rentals available in hoth Mav anrl
BRIDGEPORT LOFTS Jobsss Guaranteed-Great Pay. Four people need a fifth. Great to
see the overheads. Can some IT
Sentemher in nuiet hnildintfs 19
Bridgeport/Regina St, Waterloo - TESOL Certified on-line or by cor- multi
level, 5 bedroom unit on employee please teach the poor
and 8 month leases Housing frnm the region's finest student accomo- respondence. FREE Infopack: 1- Spruce
St. Clean, laundry, park- technologically-handicapped aca-
l-fi n,r unit p P nt
nrippj
fr
nm
dations. Many May 1 leases avail- 888-270-2941 orglobaltesol.com ing.
licensed. 12 month lease demies how to operate those
<k4Q*=; Cn 11 n«*
f°r 4 months, 8 months or one beginning May 1. Call 747-0567 or remote
controls? Thanks for not
at WO CH 747-7976
us ms
year. (No September leases)
Dave at 747-4481. wasting any more of my precious
' 1 Contact the Property Manager at tuition dollars.
5 Bedrooms Available
747-5294: go to our website at —■— - —-
Spacious 5 bed across from WLU
www.pdhco.ca or email bridgeport-
campus. Group of 2or 3 welcome.
lofts@rogers.com for further
/ \ W
Dishwashers. 2 full baths, fridges,
"etai's-
microwave and A/C, phone/inter- HKI
- We DeSiver
net/cable. newer building,
mm «mmm. !
Available May 1/2004. 496-2630.
/ |Lj „ I ,
~
6Bedroom House
Bessie's Dressmakers,
Close to campus, large room, pri-
Alterations lor women and men 22
vate back yard, parking, no pets,
King Street South, Waterloo, J
V
AH outside maintkinence included, between O.W. Sports and Home
-S THE BEST SANDWHICH YOU WILL EVER EAT! V
Call 496-9,830
Hardware. Open Monday to Friday, 112
I : 9:00 to 5:30, Sat to 2:00. 519-747-
1
Summer Sublet
J565 JOIN US FOR A FRIENDLY LUNCH,
At least 3/5 bedrooms available at
_A
_
_A
_
DINNER OR SNACK
Village on the Green unit 75 Price
MCAT- OAT, DAT, PCAT, Soap
starts at $300
b" TnegotiaWe Ca™g
,
FEATURING THE 'SANDWHICH OF THE MONTH'
Utilities included. 15 minute walk
Correspondence/self study pro-
to WLU. Close to Zehrs. Free laun- g
ram; single-subject seminars on A [\ <jll * AIM
dry, central air and free tennis
,
WCO ' $31 ' UpSH 1 111 $ AM
court use. Sublet starts May 2004.
M(
p
AT
:
DAT - °AT, PCAT. Complete « 4AM CL Mnii - TiIPQ -17 A.M
At least 2 bedrooms available for
sets of notes and practice tests with bUW IAM & OW lUCS \L A
2004/05 school year. Contact
detailed answer keys. For detailed
or
locations, cost, shipping charges ZlO king street north (at University)
Two houses for rent
tlon " study packages please
(beside phil's nightclub)
Near university, excellent condi-
visit ww.prepseminarsx'om or call
tion. Owned by professor, 6 bed-
toU free at 1-866-408-1572Ask for
room, living room, 2 kitchens, 2
Davc -
bathrooms, washer dryer. May 1 for
one year. One house at $2370 (405
Sew What.
Tamarack) and other at $2460/ Ne^
d J eans shortened, buttons ■ff ff/?l ~ R H
month (335 Albert) plus utilities,
replaced, or a patch put on your W
J. JL~M m 1,jg|^k
746-7928
favourite pants? Call and make an
appointment with Stephanie @ M* ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
5 Bedroom House for Rent
497-5323. Most alterations l/\#|Qn l/HB I COLJIO Il\/S
Licensed, 15 minute walk to WLU,
returned within four days. WW IWI ■ « W
very clean, well maintained, fur-
Sharkey s Cafe and Lounge
nished, 2 full bathrooms free laun- I
■ ■ m
diy. $330+/month/room, available IQIJi|yjM M AfiflmV
September/04. 747-3898. , II 1 C?W* BUCI IUC I ■
2 Rooms in Apartment
OakvUle recruiting for the biggest
Looking for two non-smoking
summer ever! If you are hip. fresh M \
females to share an apartment on
and fun " ear" great money
;
Have V*
Holly Street in September. $380+
the summer of your life! Hiring all
_
.
. J| y. mftn|-h f.^rm _
utilities. CaU 886-8527, ask for P
oslt»ons 1*1631 pidilS ITlOlltn teflTl
matthew_sharkeys@sympatico.ca
. Studdlt COmmUllity Oil-Site laUntlfy -
—■■hhhhmhmMM
" Minutes rom WLU Flexible move in/out -
- Democratically controlled On-site pub (Weavers' Arms) -
What's a company's greatest resource? |\ North/South 7
\ andßDiv
@ 268 Phillip St.
PaAll|A
m
Office 519.883.3670
"
268 Phillip St.
A
cck . > www.wcri.org
Begin a new career with Humber's 8-month
'
I ; 'A
__
post-graduate certificate program in 1 nflfnYfTlffft
Human Resources Management. A
Organizations of all types and sizes acknowledge that
their most
valuable asset is their employees. As a result, there's a high demand jPII <'•*, '1;
for professionals trained in the management of people. Humber can 112
*
Jl Hammar jT• -*$■' *"
give you the skills you need, and prepare you for professional
ASSO
CaI|
I
(4I6)
O
67S-6G22fext 3381, HUMBER
[fetFCs] ] ITD^]
or e-mail graeme.simpson@humber.ca The Business School
Arts
Digital art... you won't believe your eyes
Internationally known digital artist
josse Manuel Fernandez Oli talks...
JON BOOREN
Staff Writer
Staff writer sits down for a
groundbreaking' interview
with Jose Manuel Fernandez
Oli. Actually, Jon Booren did
not sit down with Jose
Manuel Fernandez Oli.
Instead, he e-mailed his ques-
tions to the artist and then
Oli, nicknamed Olijosman,
replied back. Their e-mails
have been seamlessly grafted
together in a clever composi-
tion that is sprinkled with a
few lies to make it seem like
they had an actual conversa-
tion. This is not a real inter-
view. Enjoy.
Jon: Hey, thanks for sitting-
down with me to have this
real interview. Would you
like some more coffee?
Jose Manuel Fernandez Oli:
No thanks. I'm good,
Jon: Okay, let's get to it. What
is your name?
*
Jon raises his
hands to make brackets*
(And how would you like it to
appear in the paper?)
Jose Manuel Fernandez Oli:
Well, my real name is Jose
Manuel Fernandez Oli, but
iny alias is Olijosman .
Jon: Olijosman it is. How old
are you?
Olijosman: I am 30 years old.
Jon: Where are you from?
Olijosman: I live and work in
Spain.
Jon: How long' have you been
interested in art?
Olijosman: Always. When I
was young, I never stopped
drawing.
Jon: How has your art
changed with the addition of
technology?
Olijosman: I of course started
working- with pencils and
other traditional techniques-
oils, watercolor, acrylic paint-
ing, airbrush- after working
with these and a lot of differ-
ent charcoals, the computer,
seems to me. to be a more
comfortable, quick and clean
way to create. It makes the
whole process easier, more
flexible and comfortable. It
allows for easy retouching
and mistake correction with-
out damaging- the work. This
is a huge help for the train-
ing process as well.
Computers make painting
much more accessible for
beginners, allowing them to
make tests and create sketch-
es without, any need of spoil-
ing materials. In short, digi-
tal art is a logical evolution
on the digital era; this does
not mean it is a substitute for
the classical methods, but is
instead a new way of artistic
expression, which still needs
to be explored.
Jon: How long have you been
working' with computers to
make art?
Olijosman: Weil, with my
first personal computer
(Spectrum) I made images.
But these were very limited
by the colors and the resolu-
tion.
Jon: What programs do you
use to make your art now?
Olijosman: Mainly I use
Photoshop for 2D images and
3Dmax.
Olijosman
If you thought drawing a stick man was hard... check this out: How the hell does he make his eyeballs
so shiny? His teeth 50...
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Continued on page 26
THE ADELE SLATER AWARD FOR
WRITING ON
WORLD PEACE
Thanks to a generous bequest from the estate of Alyce
Adelaide (Adele) Slater, Wilfrid Laurier University has
inaugurated an annual student award, "The Adele Slater
Award for Writing on World Peace."
The purpose of the award is to encourage and recognize
serious and skillfully written student contributions that con-
tribute to research and reflection on world peace and its
promotion.
There are two $500 awards, one for an essay of 3000-
3500 words, and one for a shorter piece of prose or jour-
nalism (up to 1000 words), poetry, short story, etc. The
results of the comptition will be announced publicly and
award-winners will participate in a related event at Laurier.
This competition is open to all students - undergraduate
or graduate - who are registered at Wilfrid Laurier
University. Submissions will be made to a jury appointed
by the Dean of Arts. The jury will look for original, inde-
pendent and well written unpublished work. Submissions
will be accompanied by an official entry form.
Additional information, including explanatory guidelines
and evaluation criteria, and official entry forms are avail-
able from the Office of the Dean of Arts, Dr. Alvin Woods
Building, Wilfrid Laurier University.
The Deadline for submisisons is:
26th dav of March. 2004
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF ARTS
.• .
-
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the postgraduate certificate in e-Business
Your university degree was the first part of the journey; Humber is
the next. In just one year, our new leading-edge program can launch
you into the wired world of e-Business. You'll cover everything from
e-marketing and branding to electronic commerce, and more.
Call (416) 675-6622, ext 3337,
or e-mail edmund.baumann@humber.ca fji HUMBER
The Business School
Sji JpSjl
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Teach English in Japan...
...and lead a life more exciting!
Nova Group provides you with:
• An excellent salary
» 3 weeks paid vacation
• Two months paid training in Japan
• Assistance with visa, flight and
medical insurance
• Opportunities for advancement
• Subsidized, furnished single, shared or
couple's apartments
• Unparalleledsupport, flexible
schedules and location preferences
• Maximum of 4 students per class
ON CAMPUS interviews on:
Tuesday, March 2, 2004
Phone: 416-481-6000
Fax: 416-481-1362
E-mail: applications@novacanada.ca
'STUDY EBB
TEACHER EDUCATION |HH|
IN AUSTRALIA'FAIR BBH|
At Wilfrid Laurier University HMMMNH
Wednesday, March 10, 2004
10.30am - 2.30pm
Laurier Concourse BrnHBSBQ
Plus Australian university presentations Paul
Martin Centre:
12.00pm - Monash University
12.30pm - James Cook University
I.oopm - University of Melbourne
Newcastle
Jon: Nice weather, eh?
Olijosman: It's really cold
here.
Jon: What do you like best
about digital art?
Olijosman: The ease and
speed with which you can
work with different tech-
niques.
Jon: Who do you work for
and what do you do?
Olijosman: For the past 12
years I've worked as a con-
cept designer for video
games. At the moment, I
work as a designer for ani-
mations (2D).
Jon: Your pictures a,re full of
a lot of detail. How long does
this take?
Olijosman: That's difficult to
consider, I make my personal
stuff in my free time... on
and off for about a month...
approximately.
Jon: I've heard digital artists
are referred to as pixel push-
ers. Do you actually manipu-
late individual pixels?
Olijosman: Unfortunately for
my eyes, I get pretty close to
the screen. But I use brush
tools, so I don't get down to
individual pixels... but some-
times it's close.
Jon: What inspires your
work?
Olijosman: Anything really.
Music, a person, a film, a
book, a daily event...
Jon: That was a dumb ques-
tion. On to a relevant one:
where can people find your
work?
Olijosman: On digital art
forums like cgtalk.com, dig-
italart.org and of course on
my website, www.nibbled-
pencil.com
Jon: Whose digital art do you
like?
Olijosman: Dusso, Feng Zhu,
Craig Mullins...
Jon: Do you know any related
websites people can visit?
Olijosman: On my webpage I
have links to these people:
www.3dblasphemy.com,
www.devilsnok.com,
www.oxhido.com
Jon: What are you working
on right now?
Olijosman: I'm working in
two drawings: "Wake up
baby" and "Existence." You
can see the first sketches
and
work in progress
on my web-
page.
Jon: What is your favorite
Spanish soccer team?
Olijosman: I like to practice
sports, but I am
not really a
soccer fan.
Jon: Wrong. The answer is
Barcelona.
*At this point in time some-
thing unexpected happens,
which causes Jon and
Olijosman to quickly part
ways without exchanging
proper goodbyes.*
Olijosman
We swear these are both digital... wondering how he did these???
Computer art...
Continued from page 25
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W.O.C.H.
(Waterloo Off Campus Housing)
Now Renting!
May and Sept occupancy
8-month leases available
747-7276
www.rentwoch.com
Accomodations for over 400 students
*Quality summer sublets also available
S r
ROHANNE'S
J / ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
...where it's all about talent!
MONDAY AMATEUR STRIP NIGHT
Prize $1000 CASH!
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
$875 IN CASH PRIZES
LADIES NEVER PAY A COVER
KING STREET NORTH WATERLOO AT NORTHFIELD
Tel: 886-7565
STARTS FRIDAY FEBRUARY 27
th
AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!
Check www.tribute.ca for Locations & Showtimes
»~jSTIUL<tt
cavui Wr
t,p ftop THUR * SAT
SUVTOW SKOOL
NMK ALTERNATIVE
220 King St N Waterloo 725-4287 e-mail: philsgransons@rogers.com
Passion for Poetry winners
Fraser McDonald topped judges list of choices with his poem entitled
"Couriosity" [sic], makinghim our first place winner. Following in
second ana third places were Lauren Thompson and Joe Bauman.
First Place: Fraser McDonald
J. <!*<■ 1. "^■^'
I have known thing's I never grasped. And needed only once to stop and ask;
it all changed
from then on.
I couldn't help but notice unnoticed focus opportunities to see truly.
There is someone, there are people, a person.
Neither lie nor she; a machine of sorts, convinced of a purpose to the extent that
it becomes a fixation - causing them to express continually in their endaveours
exactly the perspective they have stalled themselves in, these are the people to
watch for in mirrors; monitor them as they prompt action in the world, they are
hardly capable of things substantial, not with their hunger to manifest. They
will shape what we see, drawing attention towards their scenery - for that is
where they dwell, absent from the present, melding thought and imagination
into their tool - a horizon for only few, ignoring that the strongest minds are
aware of how their own existence affects others deeply, inventing empty meas-
ures of progress - absorbed by the potential of individuality, these people will
change the world without changing themselves, opting- for variety and indul-
gence.
Indeed, there is a need to believe:
We are ourselves when we recognize and explore interconnections between each
other - this is what it means to be human; shunning pre-occupations of proving
self-worth, opting for communication - experiencing freedom because of belief -
knowing truth instantaneously, loosing it. finding it again differently, again,
and again.
The future is written as we live it yet you can find persons rehearsing to proj-
ect themselves, staying well protected - shielded by the devices of ingenuity, the
devices they borrowed skillfully: wit. charm, logic, lucidity, emotiveness,
employed effectively in continuous succession so that we can believe them
quicker than our doubts respond to their intent.
And what should we do when we catch them?
-Couriosity.
SecondPlace::Lauren Thompson
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Roses are red
Violets are blue
Was put to shame
By the poets ofWLU
ClubLaurier was host to the "Passion
for Poetry
H
poetry contest, giving stu-
dents an outlet for their creative writ-
ing skills, A big CONGRATULATIONS
goes out to all those who entered, as
our decision was a hard one to make,
Thank you all for sharing your cre-
ativity with ns»
Braird Place: Joe BaumaJP
K
Yacant
my soul
forever cast
into the stygian flame;
my body
ripe as
searing ash within the pit
from this burning;
my rose, left
scorched,
in the wake of
her tainted, heart
(yet still I yearn);
blood boiling,
flesh bubbling,
peeling forth
as I rot completely -
my internal,
void
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I ■ Complete 30-Hour Seminars
I
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/->
■ Proven Test-Taking Strategies
I ESL Teacher Training Courses
I
.
■ Personalized Professional Instruction
I ■ Intensive 60-Hour Program .
I ■ Comprehensive Study Materials
I ■ Classroom Management Techniques
„
I
.
■ Simulated Practice Exams
I ■ Detailed Lesson Planning
R „
I ■ Free Repeat Policy
I ■ Comprehensive Teaching Materials
. _
...
■ Personal Tutoring Available
I ■ Internationally Recognized Certificate
. Job Guarantee Included
" Thousands of Satisfied Students
I ■ Thousands of Satisfied Students I Oxford Seminars
Oxford Seminars 1 -800-269-6719
1-800-269-6719 / 416-924-3240
416-924-3240
Gearing up for Fringe Fest
Annual celebration of the arts hits Laurier Feb. 24-29, featuring poetry, plays, and lots more
JEN GORDON
Staff Writer
Riddle me this: What do you
g'et when two brave, dedicat-
ed individuals join forces
with some of Laurier's most
talentedstudents and a fund-
ing- account? Laurier Fringe
Festival of course.
Adapted from the Toronto
Fringe Festival, five years
ago Laurier students decided
to organize a miniature ver-
sion of this grand event.
Since that time the participa-
tion numbers in the Laurier
Fringe Festival have grown
rapidly. This year there are
approximately 200 Laurier
students involved in Fringe
and it seems to be an event
that is enjoyed by many.
This years organizers
have a long line of participa-
tion in this festival. Marta
Krzyzanowski and Chad
McCordic are both third-year
English majors and have
been involved with Fringe,
both acting and directing,
since their freshman years.
This is Krzyzanowski's sec-
ond year running the event
and McCordic's premier co-
organizing debut.
Whether we realize it or
not, the arts play a big role in
all of our lives. It's our
favourite television show or
book. It's a poem we have to
critique in class or an e-mail
we send our friends about
our day. It's the music Radio
Laurier plays. The arts also
play an active role in
Laurier's identity. This
school is bubbling* with talent
from all ends of the spec-
trum. "There are not many
mediums for people to
express their artistic ability,"
says Krzyzanowski and
Fringe is a great way to
allow people to get out there
and communicate them-
selves. It also strengthens
the bond between Laurier
students. Whether perform-
ing, directing or observing,
"Fringe brings artistic people
together that would other-
wise not meet each other,"
says Krzyzanowski.
Whether we realize
it or not, the arts
play a big role in
our lives. It's our
favourite television
show, or book.
Laurier's Fringe Festival
is student run with 99% of
the acts being Laurier stu-
dent productions. The festi-
val houses a wide range of
acts including films, plays,
poetry readings and even
bands. It is hoped that even-
tually the event will be fund-
ed independently but for now
the Students' Union,
Rosehart, Campbell,
McMurray and Smith have
all given generous contribu-
tions.
According to
Krzyzanowski, Fringe has
played a very important role
in her life. She quotes, "I
would do this as a living if
possible." Running and par-
ticipating in an event like
this builds character. You
have the ability to oversee a
total picture. According to
Krzyzanowski, "seeing- it all
come together is such an
amazing feeling."
It seems that other
schools are starting to take
notice of Laurier's Fringe
Festival and are running
festivals of their own. Just
this year the University of
Waterloo had their first
Fringe Festival, which was a
complete success. Could it be
that Laurier is helping to
pave the way for festivals of
this soi't at universities
across Ontario?
Why should you come out
to Fringe? Krzyzanowski has
the answer, "It's a lot of fun
and there is such a great
diversity of things to see,
you're bound to have a good
time." Tickets for Fringe can
be purchased in the con-
course or at the door.
Katie West
Actors and director gather
before their final rehearsal
Behind the scences
Although audience members see the finished product,
here's a glance at the laughter and tears before the show
COMPILED BY MARTA KRZYZANOWSKI, CHAD MCCORDIC AND KATIE WEST
In regards to planning the six day festival, Marta
and Chad found it was "exhaustive, but reward-
ing to see the strange and crazy ideas take
shape." It takes work to have so much fun.
Tech rehearsals come after dress rehearsals. Says
Chad: "It's all about getting ideas and ambitions
from the script to the stage in all their
technicolour glory." And major stress all around.
Advertising has developed from past Fringe years,
says Marta: "No more stick figures, glitter glue,
and bristol board paper! Hurrah! We are
professionals wtih professional posters now!!!"
The biggest difficulty with dress rehearsals is "get-
ting all the directors and actors to a stage setting
after rehearsing in classrooms, hallways, and
basements." Looks like they've got it down...
Audiences begin to enjoy the fruits of Marta and
Chad's labour... as well as the poets' of course...
The poetry reading kicked off the Fringe Festival
in the Grad Pub on Tuesday night.
The final stages of production: it's finally show-
time! Why is it so rewarding? Marta: "Seeing it all
come together, and then sleeping." Chad: "Beefing
up my resume! Just kidding..."
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•Restrictions apply. Studentswho qualify must be"full time"
with attendance of fouror more monthsat a university or college.
Offer expires soon and is goodonly at participating offices.
See officefor details.
